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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, May ? 
Department Accuses Oil
Producers Of Overcharge
By STAN BENJAMIN so that oil which should have been costliest overcharging case everAssociated Press Writer classified as "old" oil was designated brought by the government against theWASHINGTON (AP) — The Energy as "new" oil and thus entitled to a oil industry, exceeding a lawsuit filed inDepartment accused seven major ail higher price. January that seeks to recover $1 billionrefiners today of overcharging Bloom said other violations involved from nine companies in allegedcustomers nearly $1.7 billion for crude the improper classification of some overcharges for natural gas liquids.oil during a 5'1-year period, in what production as coming from "stripper The Energy Department said some ofcould be the biggest such government wells," low-production wells exempt the accused companies redrew thecase ever against the oil industry. from price ceilings, boundaries of their oil-producingPaul Bloom, special department Bloom said 67 earlier enforcement properties in ways that violated federalcounsel for compliance, said proposed actions against major refiners involved regulations. The goal was to Maximizeorders were issued to the companies alleged overcharges totaling about $2.3 the amount of post-1972 oil productionwhich would require refunds of over- billion, flowing from a given property, it added.charges upheld after review. Some of the overcharges alleged in Production added to a property afterBloom said Texaco Inc., was accused the new orders overlap earlier ones, so 1972 can be sold at the "new" oil pro'of $888.3 million in overcharges, and the latest round increased the total of of $13 a barrel, while pre-19-Gulf Oil Co. was alleged to have alleged overcharges to about $3.5 production is limited to $6 a barrelovercharged $578 million. billion, Bloom Said. 
.._
Thus, property that previous"The other alleged overcharges were The department's office of hearings produced mainly old oil was trio -$101.6 million by Standard Oil -of and appeals is to review the orders, and stormed on paper into new-oil land, theCalifornia, $42 million by Atlantic Rich- the companies have 40 days to object to department charged.field Co., $29.1 million by Marathon Oil, the orders. — --
$24.1 million by Standard Oil of Indiana The complaint alleges the companies the companies also were chargeland $1.7 million by Standard Oil of Ohio. violated federal regulations to obtain with trying to turn old oil into "strip-There was no immediate comment higher prices, and demands they refund per" oil, which can sell for $16 a barrefrom the refiners. the $1,664,800,000 to customers or, if Stripper wells are wells on a propernBloom said the charges stemmed they cannot be located, to the U.S. whose average production per well ofrom audits of the refiners' compliance Treasury. under 10 barrels a day.
with federal crude oil pricing If the new charges are upheld, the
regulations from August 1973 through government could seek penalties later
March 1979. that •might increase the cost to the
Bloom said most of the alleged companies to as much as $2.4 billion,
violations involved incorrect the department said.
designation of oil-producing properties The complaint potentially is the
Low-Income Residents
To Receive Utility Aid
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.,
has received funds under the Crisis
Intervention Program .to help low-
income residents in McCracken,
Graves, Marshall, and Calloway
Counties who have utility bills that they
can not afford to pay according to
Leonard Davidson, Weatherization
Director. This program will end May
31, 1979. Low income, elderly and
handicap have .first priority, Davidson
said.
The funds are provided to prevent
low-income families from experiencing
danger to health or survival as a result
of utility disconnection or lack of fuel.
Residents of the four counties who
qualify under the agency guidelines can
receive up to $250 to help pay for fuel or
utility bills from the past winter,
Davidson added.
The agency encourages those who are
seeking this type of aid to call the local
office that is listed below: „
Graves County, Alex McLeod - 247-
2566.
McCracken County, borothy Peters -
444-7380.
Calloway County, Joan Shelton - 753-
0924




Hears Report At MSU
The legislative Subcommittee on
dyslectic children met Tuesday with
faculty meinbers of the Special
Education Department of Murray State
University to hear a report on its work
in that field.
Murray State is attempting to get
more funding for its program, claiming
that it now has to turn away more than
one-half of its special education
referrals.
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana, said
after the session that he was impressed
with MSU's program, especially since
university students are allowed to work
with special education children during
their first year of college.
AM — Murray AA'"!311...Sicb ,̂̂ i .4!..*11,,,40,40e..studentsdirected by rgaret'Korter win-present VritUSIMP-rogrIrn kit the-?to. - —at 7 p.m. Thursday, May 3, in the Middle School auditorium. Ross Bolen, sonof Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bolen, will narrate the review of American musk frompre-Civil War days to the space age. The public is invited to attend. Shownabove are: from left, Margie Burchfield, Bolen, Leila Umar and Rusty Wright.
Stan Photo Br Debt** N tee
NEW CARS — The Murray City Police Department recently purchased five new patrol cars. All the cars are white1979 Buick LeSabres that were bought from Key Motor Sales. (From left) Police Captain Dale Spann, Murray Coun-cilman Billy Balentine and Police Chief Paul Jerry Lee are shown with one of the vehicles. Spann and Balentine wereinstrumental in the department receiving the new vehicles. 
Staff Photo Bv Matt Sanders
Contribution Coercion, Interference Charged
Candidates For Governor Hurl Accusations
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Two Democratic candidates tori
governor have accused the campaign'
biggest spender of coercing co
tributions, while a third accused
state administration of interfering in a
campaign breakfast.
State Auditor George Atkins charged.
that many contributors to the campaign
of former Commerce Commissioner
Terry McBrayer were pressured to
donate to keep contracts with.the state.
John Y. Brown Jr. said many on it
list of McBrayer contributors had so
. they supported Brown but felt the
must contribute to McBrayer, favored
by Gov. Julian Carroll.
Atkins and Brown leveled their
charges in separate news conferences
Tuesday.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard mean-
while charged that local state eni-
ployees were warned not to attend one
of his fundraising breakfasts, and that
administration observers was taking
names of those who did.
McBrayer's camp characterized the
accusations as desperate statements by
candidates whose campaigns were
lagging.
Atkins visited Richmond, Lexington
and Nichaasville; Brown held news
conferences at the Cincinnati, Hun-
tington and Lexington airports;
Hubbard made stops in Morgantown,
Russellville, Cadiz and Hopkinsolle,
and McBrayer appeared in Lexington,
Owensboro and the Pikeville area.
Among other Democrats, former
Louisville-- Mayor Harvey__Sleane Stovallcampaigned in Winchester, Fayette Mrs. Stovall campaigned in Woodfordand Clark counties, and Lt. Gov. and Harrison counties, and released aThelnia Stovall in Woodford and statement that her spending reportsHarrison counties. show she would not be obligated toRepublican former Gov. Louie Nunn interest groups if elected. She listedtoured Corbin, Williamsburg and about $67,000 in contributions over $100;Whitley City while Ray White. also $32,000 in contributions less than $100,seeking the GOP nomination cam- and $31,000 from fund-raising events,paigned in Owensboro. which she said "demonstrates clearly
Atkins ... that I am a candidate of the people ofAtkins said a list of McBraoer con- Kentucky, not a candidate for specialtributors "reads like a state of Ken- interest groups."tucky vendor file ... His campaign Nunnobviously solicited contributions from Nunn said coal, coal-haul roads. andindividuals and firms doing business or tobacco were top priorities. He saidextracting favors from the state les coal is so overregulated "You can't digobvious the people ... have been
solicited for contributions in order to,,
keep their contracts."
Atkins said McBrayer his spent $1
million on his campaign and probaliir
will spend another $1 million-- I think
it's obscene to spend one or two million
dollars for an office that pays about
$30,000 a year," he said.
Brown Openings in all categories still exist
Brown said McBrayer's contribution in the Red Cross Learn-To-Swim
longtime friends who have 
program. Approximately 300 peoplelist included "over 100 names of
.tont  roe, have signed up for the program since
'We'll vote for you, Johnny, but we registration began Tuesday morning.
can't openly support you.' This is 'Registration will continue this week
wrong. It's blackmail." Brown did not
reveal the names.
"This administration, more than any
other I've ever seen before, is using all
its leverage to elect its candidate,"
Brown said in Lexington.
In Covington, Brown pleowea to classes for both children and adults.
support redistricting legislation that parents and tots, parent and pre-school.
would grant Kenton, Campbe;1 and beginners, advanced beginners, in-
Boone counties a separate-sea+ the.. Aermediates and adeltioggioners, and
U.S. Congress. advanced beginners and intermediates.
-- • LOI"sresivesariafffillalomasenie, grown The firoO June 4, and the-made an 'apparent reference to court- last session end t Aug. 17.
ordered school busing, say
believe that your children ought 
ing. "I
le to be Should sign up as soon as possible.
Those interested in the program
permitted to go to school where You according to Lucy Wright, Red 'Crosswant them to, and not where the executive director. No phone
government tells therm to go." registration will be accepted.
Hubbard
Hubbard charged at a fund-raising
breakfast in Morgantown that state
employees in Butler County had been
told they'd be fired if they attended, and
said the administration's "contact
person" in Butler County had taken
names at the breakfast.
Hubbard spoke at several stops
against President Carter's standby gas
rationing plan, saying it lacked
protection for agricultural interests
and would benefit only those getting
preferential treatment or wealthy
enough to purchase additional coupons.
MeBrayer ,
McBrayer appeared on television in
Lexington, flew to Owensboro, where
he announced tat he had been en-
dorsed by 14 county judges in the 2nd
Congressional District, and flew to Pike
County for a reception and fund-raiser
at John's Creek High School. He said
that after a lull, he was stepping up his
media campaign again this week.
As for the Atkins, Brown and Hub-
bard accusations, McBrayer
spokesman Mark McDaniel said, "This
is the kind of attack we expect from
minor candidates and we expect a lot
more of them in the next 27 or 28 days.
When their campaigns get into trouble,
they always start taking shots at the
leader and Terry clearly is the leader.
As for George, I think this is an attack
by a candidate whose campaign is
obviously going down the tubes. Several
of ow- contributors said they've been
solicited for funds by both of the can-





in the first floor lobby of the Calloway
County Courthouse. Times are 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to4:30 p.m. A basic
registration fee of $5 a student will be
charged.
Classes to be offered include special
it, haul it or burn it" without fear of
violating some regulation. The former
governor said regulation of coal, from
seeking a permit to actual mining,
should be decentralized, to "take the
whole process back to the regions."
He said other industries should ,be
sought so eastern Kentucky "won't be a
one-commodity area." He added that
the tobacco industry also has been hurt
by the federal government. He said
tobaCco research should continue, and
efforts to find crops to supplant
tobacco.
White
White told the C/vrensboro Messenger-
Inquirer, "I am not afraid of Louie
Nunn," and he said if he is elected,
"There will be no new taxes." He said
he favored a more independent
Legislature, expanded duties for the
lieutenant governor, a constitutional
amendmenfto limit state spending, and
more power for local governments. He
said he favored a separate department
to handle veterans affairs — now under
the jurisdiction of the Department of
Human Resources — with the
lieutenant governor as chairman.
fiscal Court Meeting
Is Wednesday, May 9
The regular monthly meeting of the
Calloway County Fiscal Colirt will be
held at 1 p.m. Wednesday, May 9, in
County Judge-Executive Robert 0
Miller's office.




Donna Herndon of the Calloway
County School System joined 24 other
alternative education project directors
from across the state at. an all-day
"sharing conference" in Frankfort
April 26.
Sponsored, by the Division of Alter-
native Education in the Kentucky
Department of Education, the meeting
"offered us an opportunity to share our
successes and problems," said David
Jackson, division director. "It also
helped develop closer working relations
among -personnel." _ 
The Division of Alternative
Education gives technical assistance to
local school districts in designing,
developing and implementing
programs that address the needs of
students withopetiavior problems,
explained .lacksori.
Ms. Terry Andrews and staff of the
Department of Justice were on hand to
discuss general requirements for
receiving funds from the Kentucky
Crime Commission.
Parks Board To Meet
May 8 In Courthouse
Members of the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board will meet at 5:30
p.m. Tuesday, May 8, at the Calloway
County Courthouse.
A report will be heard from the
finance committee, and job descrip-
tions for personnel will be discussed,
according to parks director Gary Hoh-
man.
inside today
Ms. Linda Harlow, unit director of the
Curriculum Lab with the Division of
Program Development, discussed the
new alcohol and drug education
curriculum guide for grades Kin-
dergarten-12.
Alternative education consultants
taking part in the sessions, along with
director Jackson, were Rita Lindsey,
Del Crabtree and Robert Ruoff.
"We hope many of the ideas we
discussed prove helpful to district
project directors," noted Jackson.
"Getting all directors together helps us
because we can now plan our services






Robert 0. Miller has written a letter to
Robert W. Hodges, engineer with the
Kentucky Department of Highways,
urging that the condition of the railroad
crossing on Highway 94 be improved.
Miller's letter notes that the crossing
was closed for approximately 20 days
and then a temporary job was done.
Later, the county was advised that it
would be completed when equipment
and materials could be obtained.
Hodge was sent an extra copy of the
letter to forward to officials of the Io&N
Railroad.
Two Sections-20 Pages
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What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
Frances Drake - 
FOR THURSDAY, MAY 3, 1979
spending. A social gathering
could bring romance but also.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 191er
An unexpected development
regarding a financial matter
may make you somewhat
nervous. Don't, however, let
this spoil what should be a
romantic p.m.
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20)
Inwardly, you may be edgy
about a controversial idea of a
mate or close ally. Love
should be your guide in
handling a" domestic situation.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20 n
Despite surface
disagreements, there is an
affectional bond between you
and a close one. Remember
what you both share in
COM/1100.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) GO
Don't be too anxious in
dealing with. higher-ups.
Perhaps approaching them
! informally will afford you the
chance to express your ideas
leisurely.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 2242
A business associate from a
distance may be mildly
helpful !careerwise, but
bringing an unexpected guest
home could upset the
household.
VIRGO riTY-k-f4
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Consult with experts
regarding ,financlal matters.





! Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Partnership accord is
highlighted, but avoid hasty
  I Wedding Ceremony
I At Church Grove
difficulty with a friend.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 Met'
Partners or close allies are
supportive regarding a work
project, but you may be
somewhat nervous. Co-
workers seem less than
helpful.
SAGITTARIUS
t Nov. 22 to- Dee. 211
Be sociable at work for your
best success. • later, there
could be some inner tension
regarding a romantic matter..
Protect health in the p.m.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) VJ X111'
Creative work goes well in
the morning hours, but a
family member could be upset
later. Still, you're able to
restore harmony.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) A.r.ek
Pleasant communications
mark the morning hours, but
later there could be some
tension regarding a career
matter. You may have to
pacify someone.
PISCES
I Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Negotiate financial dealings
early. Later, there could be
some tension with a co-worker
or difficulty in concentrating.
YOU BORN TODAY are
artistic and have a good
business head. You'd make a
good banker, promoter, stock-
broker, salesman. Your gift
for words helps you sell your
product, yet you can also write
creatively. . Attracted to the
arts, you can succeed as a
decorator, painter, and in
some business allied with the
arts, such as a film producer
or owner of a boutique. Your
need for security and success
helps stifle your tendency to
scatter. Teaching, lecturing,
publishing, and acting are
other successful fields for you.
Miss Gracie Lue Brown
and Lendall Harper
Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Brown of Dexter announce the
approaching marriage of their daughter, Gracie Lue, to
Lendall Harper, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harper of Hardin.
The ceremony will be held at the Church Grove United
Methodist ?'hurch, Benton, on Friday, June 1, at 7 p.m. A
reception will follow the wedding ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
aria the reception.
HEALTH
italr Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
Don't treat yourself
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
seem to have the same trou-
ble as the man I heard you
talking to Tab Hunter about
on your TV show. It began
when I was first pregnant. I
seemed to notice having
heartburn and I felt as
though I was ruptured
around my diaphragm
where it joins the stomach.
The only way I could get
sorne relief was to
.1 CAST MEMBERS of the Carlisle County Little Theatr
e group's presentation, 'just Us
Girls' posed in character during a rehearsal. They are, s
eated left, Cassie (Brenda Un-
derwood), Marion (Charlene McPherson), standing left, 
Nora (Jane Simmons) and Char-
_ _maine Vat_ Owen). The cern-edy about four gossiping middl
e-aged women will be
presented Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, May 3, 4,
 and 3 at the Bardwell Lions Club
Building, Bardwell, beginning at 8 p.m. each night.
ahe•  ea"
.* • • ••
•......: .......•
tonite's movies












Jon Iloight • Faye Dunaway
THE CHAMP
Listen To The Movies









Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cun-
rtingham of 'Murray Route 1
have returned home after a
visit with their son and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Zane Cun-
ningham and-son, Phillip,-and
daughter, Joy Lynette, of
Bowling Green.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Rex Houston of Murray has









Before using a double-wall
casserole, wash the base, inset
and cover in hot sudsy water,
rinse and dry. If the base is not
immersible, clean with a
sponge wrung out of detergent
or soap suds, rinse and dry.
Condition the interior surfaces
with shortening or salad oil, if
necesAry
Regular care then calls for
detaching the electric cord
after using the casserole and
washing an immersible base,
cooking ins1 aicdCoVeTlii
suds. Sperigeclean a ,non-
immersible base.
Do not scour or use harsh
abrasives- on a nonstick
surface or exterior with
polyamide finish Instead,
wash with a soft brush or
nylon scrubber to coax. grease
and residue from the ap-
pliance. 4
' straighten my arms up and
stretch. Then something
would go back in place but I
still get lots of heartburn.
Sometimes I'm afraid to eat.
I feel as if there is a hole and
it's very disturbing. I'd like
to learn more about this.
Why is a hiatal hernia opera-
tion so risky? I'm 64 years
old and can't seem to lose
weight. I'm 167 pounds and
am 5 feet 3. Can you help
me?
DEAR READER — It's
important to know why you
have heartburn before you
start treating it. This pain or
burning in the pit of the
stomach or just under the
breast bone can be associ-
ated with irritation of the
lower part of the esophagus,
usually from the acid diges-
tive juices leaking out of the
stomach into the lower eso-
phagus.
The leak occurs-because of
a faulty closure mechanism
where the esophagus and
stomach join. This can be
associated with a hiatal her-
nia. Such hernias do com-
monly occur in women dur-
ing pregnancy. The in--
creased pressure inside the
abdomen forces the stomach
through the normal hole in
the diaphragm. The hole is
stretched.
As a result, part of the
stomach that joins the eso-
phagus where it comes
through the diaphragm may
slide through the enlarged
hole or herniate.
It follows that pressure
inside the abdomen is a bad
thing for anyone who has a
hiatal hernia. That pressure
can De cause(' from me
accumulation of. fALinside
the' abdomen. Because of
your weight problem this
could well be a contributing
factor to your recurrent
heartburn.
Also you don't want to
wear anything tight or con-
stricting around the abdo.
.% men.-- This outside pressure
will squeeze part of the
stomach and tend to push it
through any enlarged hole in
- the diaphragm.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-8,
Efiatal Hernia, Esophageal
Reflux. Other readers .who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019. It will give you more
specific information on
things you can do to help
control such problems.
I'd like tb say again- that
you'll need to know-for sure
that you do have a hiatal
hernia .befprik you start
treating yburself. That
means you should see your
doctor and have a medical
examination.
To give you some help
with your weight control
program, I am also sending
you The Health Letter num-
ber 4-7, Weight Losing Diet.
Other readers can order it
for- 50 cents, too, from the
above address.
There are two problems
with an operation for hiatal
hernia. Thelirst 4that they
don't always raleve the
symptoms. Correcting the
-hernia AtittSITI- net eS'Sa r'll
mean that you correct the
leaky valve problem. In
fact, a person can have the
leaky valve problem with
reflux into the lower eso-
phagus without having a hia-
tal hernia at all.
The other problem is the
risk of a major operation.
How big a risk that is often
depends on the overall medi-
cal status of the individual.
'Rainey
11.41%1ni IPPERSO%
Frank and Verna Roberts
clebrated with much hap-
piness their 48th wedding
anniversary last week. Just
two more years, and tIkey will
be ready for the "biggie."
They were telling me that they
drove over to Tennessee, then
back homesto Murray, in an
old madel-T Ford very much
like the one in Parker Ford's
w indo • —the 1928 Ford.
+ + +
All of you fashion conscious
women, take heart. Maybe
once and for all we will solve
the skirt length dilemma.
From all of the sources I can
tap, it seems that the con-
sensus puts the lengths about
two inches below the knee.
That really is a, flattering
length with the new slimer,
straighter skirts.
+++
A former Murray State
graduate, Vicki Russell, was
recently named 1979 Kentucky
Journalism Teacher-Advisor
of the Year. Vickie, who
earned her bachelor's and
master's degrees at Murray
State, is on the faculty of
Paducah Tilghman High
School and serves as adviser
to the much-honored Trilgh;
man Bell, the school
newspaper. Vicki was one of
Dr. L. J. Hortin's many
successful students here in
journalism.
+ -4- —
Looks like two in a row for
Vicki Lance—she and Gerge
Oakley won the Murray
Tennis Association's mixed
scramble this past weekend
when they won over Betty Jo
Purdom and. Mansfield
Farmer in the finals Sunday
afternoon out at the tennis
Center. last year, Vicki and
Denny Lane took the honos.
Vicki says hereself that her
adrenalin really gets to
flowing when she plays in a
tourney. Congratulations to all
of the winners.
+ +
Cliton Fadiman in the
 1 III  I II  II II I I I I  I I I I I niell•MstialiNlifiniq
ft
Center Magazine defines a
sense of humor—thought you
might enjoy this. "What is .a
sense of humor? Surely not the
ability to understand a joke. It
comas rather from a residing
feeling of one's own absurdity.
It is the ability to understand a





fashion update that you folks
who can sew a little will be
able to do.
First of all the shorter
jacket has the right lines, with
the below-the hipbone length
serving as a good guideline.
The narrow'd pants come with
this guideline, pants for day
come to the ankle bone, 16"
wide at the hems, evening
pants, worn with high heels,
come either to the ankle, or
are longer and worn bunched
at the ankle, and they are 12"
wide at the hems, so they just
slip over your ankle.
Do you have a beautiful
skirt that would look even
better slimmed-down. Try
this, to narrow an a-line skirt,
insert a :straight .pin at the
widest part of each hip, on the
side seam,-take the skirt off,
turn it inside out, remove the
hem, iron the side seams flat.
Draw a straight line-from the
pins to the bottom of the skirt.
These are your new
seamlines. Stitch, trim excess
fabric, press open side seams,
hem, and voila, a new slim
skirt. Don't forget to slit it!
+1 '-
We have several newcomers
in our fair city—Sue and Paul
McNary moved here last
September from, Oklahoma;
but before living in Oklahoma,
they had lived in the Far East
for several years. Paul is an
educator with Murray State
University, and he was also
my tennis partner in the
mixed scramble last week-




Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Thompson, 809 North 17th
Street Extended, Murray, are
the parents of a baby boy,
Allen Peace, weighing seven
pounds id ounces, born on
Thursday, April 26, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have two daughters,
I.ynnette and Lesley, and
another son, Brent.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Allen Thompson and Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Peace, all of
Brandenburg. A great
grandmother is Mrs. Lewis
Brock, Corbin.
CLARK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Clark,
1003 Olive Street, Murray,
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Ross Alan, weighing
seven pounds 7',2 ounces,
measuring 19J-2 inches, born
on Friday, April 27, at 6:59
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have another son,




Elizabeth - Clark of Toledo,
Ohio, and Mr. and Mts. Elmer
Roberson of Findlay, Ohio
Great grandparents are Mrs
Clara Henicke and Mr. and
Mrs. J H. Shackelford,
Murray.
Don't Forget Mother's
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And Prises For Everyone!
Free Gift Bags For All
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I Ellis-Stone VowsTo Be Read June 2
PAGE 3-A THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, May 2,19'71
d,
Miss Lisa Gayle Ellis
and Michael K. Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Ellis of Benton announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Lisa Gayle, to Michael K. Stone, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
N. Stone of Paducah.
- Miss Ellis is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Stringer of Benton and the great granddaughter of Louella
Braddy of Orlando, Fla. The bride-elect, a 1974 graduate of
Benton High School, attended Murray State University agid is
presently employed by Stone-Lang Medical Supply of
Murray.
• Mr. Stone is the grandson of Raymond Twitchell of
Bosiclaire, Ill.- The groom-elect i a 1978 graduate of the
University of Kentucky and is a member of Sigma Nu social
fraternity. He is also employed with Stone-Lang Medical
Supply Company.
; The wedding vows will be read on Saturday, June 2, at 7:30
p.m, at the Immanuel Baptist Church, Paducah. A reception
ill follow in-the church parlor_
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
'Dam. -AtAt
By Abigail Van Buren
1579 Dv CH,cligG TY,Oune N Y N•w$ GY^O I^C
Like Weeds, Bad Kids
Flourish in Neglect
•-• DEAR ABBY: My husband and I.live in a very respectable
neighborhood-anii, although our children are still toddlers,
we are deeply concerned about the rise of juvenile delin
quency among younsters from "better" homes.
All around us, minors - some as young as 10- have been
convicted of violent .crimes. They include armed robbery,
beating up-the elderly and handicapped, knifing and even
rape.
Abby, these kids' have never known hunger, poverty or
discrimination. They come Troiri respectableixemes and have
gone to the best schools. Yet more and more children from




DEAR CONCERNED: Basically, its lack of discipline.
1Discipline, meaning "to teach"- not necessarily "to
punish."I
For A better understanding of this growing social
problem, get the May issue of PARENTS' magazine and
read "Bad Kids," by Lori N. Andrews, a Chicago lawyer. It
will open your eyes/
She says, "Unfortunately, only after a child has coal.-
mitted • violent crime are the roots of .his behavior ex-
plored. A peek inside the middle-class home will reveal •
child who lives with two adults-but has no real parents."
DEAR ABBY: I have a relative who loves to play gin rum
my. When HE wins he says it's 90 percent skill and 10 per-
cent luck. When the other fellow ,wins he says it's 90 percent
luck and 10_percent.skill. • \ .
When he loses he always wants to play one more
hand double or nothing. I get uptight and usually lose that
hand. Ho% can I get out of going along with his double-or
nothing 484lenge without looking like a poor sport?
HY
DEAR Tell him you can't afford to play for such high
stakes.
DEAR ABBY: I have a 14-month-old nephew whose feet
turn outward when he walks. So severely, in fact, that the
child walks sideways. My sister knows it and keeps talking
about asking her pediatrician to put the child in corrective
shoes. But that's as far as it goes.
I've mentioned this to her several times. I don't want to
bring it up again for fear she'll think I'm putting my nose
where it doesn't belong.
Please don't say that if my sister wants her child to grow
up with turned-out feet, it's her business, because it isn't my
sister who will have to stumble through life on deformed
feet:I see her pediatrician quite often. Would it be unethical
of me to say something to him about it?
CONCERNED
DEAR CONCERNED: You may nothave all the facts,
but on the chance that your sister is either unable or unwill-
ing to deal with AN problem. mention It to the' doctor.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? Eor Abby's.
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write .
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose





Sit 'N Go Baby Sitting Coop
will have a clothing and toy
swap at the Community
Room, North Branch, Peoples
Bank, from 7 to 9 p.m. This is
open to members only and
note change of date. •
Adult Bible Study Group of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet in the church parlor
at 7:30 p.m.
tioshen United ,Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Mission groups of Cherry
Corner Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7:30 paii.
at the church.
Flint Baptist Church
Mission Groups are scheduled
to meet at the church at 7 p.m.
The Murray State Racer
Men's Tennis team will host
Austin Peay State University
in a match at the University
Courts at 3 p.m.
Educational workShop
dealing with science teaching
and development of reasoning
opens today at 2 p.m. in
Rooms 226 and 228, Stewart
Stadium, Murray State. For
information caU Dr. Arvin
Craton.
Thursday, May 3
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Garden Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
have a salad luncheon at 12
noon at the club house. Tours
of the gardens of Dr. and Mrs.
Richard R. Cunningham and
Mr. and Mrs. Merlin Washer
will be made.
Organizational meeting of
Doll Collectors in the area will
be held at the Calloway
County Public Library at 1




will meet at 7 p.m. at the
school. New officers will be
installed.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 am. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, May 3
tr. Robert Karplus,
director of Lawrence Hall of
Science. University of
California at Berkley, will
lecture at 7 p.m. in the
auditorium of Mason Hall,
Murray State, for Integrated
Science, Mathematics and
Education Project students.
For information call Dr. Gary
Boggess.
Second day of educational
workshop dealing with science
teaching and development of
reasoning will continue today




graduates will be held at First
United Methodist Church.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
8 p.m. at the library.. Note
change of time from previous
announcement.
Tryouts for "The Taming of
the Shrew" by the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre will be at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public
Library. For information call
759-1752.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929
Thursday, May 3
ROTC Awards Day will be
held at 3:30 p.m. in the
auditorium, Student Center,
Mugay Stott University. 34§
public is invited.
Friday, Mut..
Al) boys and girlFinterested
in playing in the Kirksey Ball
Club program are urged to
have their applications in by
today. For information call
David Palmer.
Friday, May 4
Church Women United will
have its May Fellowship Day
at the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, Highway
121 South, at 10 a.m. witt
Cindy Ragsdale, Social
Worker, as speaker. A potluck
lunch will be served.
Gulden Age Club will meet
at the Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church for the
Church Women United
program and potluck lun-
cheon.
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
ladies will have a rummage
sale at the church, 15th and
Main Streets, from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Educational Workshop
dealing with science teaching
and development of reasoning
will close at 9:30 p.m. tonight
in Rooms 226 and 228, Stewart
Stadium, Murray State.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m, for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for ac-
tivities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include Tales of
Yesteryear at The
Homeplace-1850 at 7:30 p.m.
and Between the Lakes
Carporee Tournament at
CaMp Energy starting at 12
noon.
PRESENT PROGRAM-Janet Denton, stated at piano,
and Karen MeFerron, standing, presented the program at




Janet Denton and Karen
McFerron presented the
program at the April meeting
of the Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
held at the club house.
Mrs. Denton played several
selections by Chopin and
Beethoven on the piano
closing with -Moonlight
Sonata."
Mrs. McFerron spoke on
"Cacti," showing slides and
discussing information and
care of the plants. She laid
most of the cacti are from
America and Africa.
The department chairman,
Effie Vaughn, presided. New
officers elected for the corning
year were Millie Graves,
chairman, Judy Payne, first
vice chairman, Lula F. White,
second vice chairman,'
Rosanna Miller, secretary,
Zula Sykes, treasurer, and
Myrtle Douglas, chaplain.
Mrs. Vaughn announced
that the general meeting will
be held Monday, May 7, at 7
p.m. at the club house. Doris
Cella reported on the planting





Galoway, and Doris Cella.
The department will meet
Thursday, May 3, at 12 noon
for a salad luncheon at the
club house. Nancy Adams will
be in charge of a tour of
gardens at the homes of Dr.
and Mrs. Richard R. Cun-
ningham, 1905 County Cork
Drive, and Mr. and .Mrs.
Merlin Washer, Murray Route
7, Lynn Grove Road.
RANDALL PEELER
NOW AT HOME
Randall Peeler, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Peeler of
Murray Route 8, is now
recuperating at his home after







surgeries since Feb. 20 at the
Jackson Madison County
Hospital, Jackson, Tenn. He
was dismissed April 21 from
the hospital, and said he ap-
preciated the cards, letters,
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Letters To The Editor
Secretaries Say Thanks
Dear Editor:
Secretaries Week is over. And, on
behalf of the members of the Murray
Chapter of NSA, I would like to thank
each employer, merchant, radio
station, guest speaks, participant and
guest, who helped to make this week
successful and enjoyable.
Although sponsored by The National
Secretaries Association Inter-
national), Secretaries Week is designed
to bring recognition to ALL secretaries
and to inform the public of the
secretary's contribution to the
educational, professional and civic
growth of the community. It also is
designed to REMIND SECRETARIES
OF THEIR RESPONSIBILITY TO
THEIR POSITION.
With the above in mind, we realize
that the events of this past week would
not have achieved the desired results,
had it not been for the efforts of The
Murray Ledger and Times. Gene
McCutcheon, Barbara Hendon, Debbie
Hopper, Debbie Lee, Rick Orr and Matt
Sanders were exceptional! This out-
standing coverage is typical of the type
we have come to expect from you and
your staff over the past few years, and
realizing that we often fail to express
our appreciation, we wanted to say,
"Thanks a million!"
NSA takes pride in excellence, and
the Murray Chapter of NSA is ex-
tremely proud of its local newspaper, a
superb example of excellence!
Thanks, again, for all your efforts.
In sincere appreciation,





Since May 6-12 is Christian Family
Week, permit me to express our
Woman's Temperance group's concern
for Christian families in our nation
today. If our national home life were
truly Christian, our nation would be,
too. I'd love to quote a true message
from song, -Back to God, Oh
America." "Our fathers built our
country dear Upon the Word of God: So
must we too go bacsic again, Tread
where our fathers trod.
So let's get back to God, 0 1 merica,
Call humbly now upon they 4 Joel. Our
sins are many, this we know we merit
but His wrath; The way is (ark, as on.
we go, .Along the future's i ath. God's
promise is, if humbly we wi1 pray and
seek His face, Confess our sins and turn
there-from He will extend His grace.
Our chief concern in prayer this month
is for Homes of America. for Home
Protection is the real heart of our
Temperance work. In this day of
broken homes, child abuse and neglect,
our hearts ache tohelp save our homes
and our children from wreck and ruin
One way to help is to pray for parents to
really come to know God, who can
cause them to want to put Him first in
their lives.
Since God has richly blessed
America for being founded upon .the
Word of God instead of gold, we want to
see her turn back to God and His Word.
If parents would only turn to God's
Word and In humility seek His help in
their problems, they could find the
answers. Many homes would be united,
and the children have the love and
concern needed to save them from
destruction. Home training means
more than any thing to the child
although the church and school play a
very important part, too.
One big question asked today is
(ART
"What cause a irresponsible behavior
and is it a social disease?" Is it not that
the home has failed in teaching on
morals? Then teaching the child to
work and love it, not count it a disgrace,
but a joy is so very important. A U.S.
News and World Report editorial told of
courses offered college students on
topics as "social responsibility" and
"business ethics." He said, "If moral
education is about to make a comeback,
there are those who are convinced it is
just in the nick of time."
Are our elementary and secondary
schools as much concerned about
teaching moral and ethical values as
they should be? We certainly do need to
pray for teachers as well as parents.
May God help your homes and schools
to teach ethical values to children and
youth! Let us realize the good truth in
this poem taken from the Union Signal
Magazine for Home Protection.
America begins at home with every
child's need
For guidance and direction in
establishing a creed.
The roots that shape America are
formed most surely where
A child spends the vital years Within
his parent's care.
Perhaps the close-knit family Where
has a task - Does more to Aid America
Than anyone can ask. Respon-
sibilities at home build roots both firm
and strong.. To guide our future leaders
in whatever comes along.
To work and strive is no disgrace
Instead it is a joy To build a great
America That cannot- be—deSfroyecl.
This beautiful America So blessed with
liberty Begins at home-its true success
Depends on you and me.
Sincerely,
Lorene Clayton
De Soto, Ill. 62924
LINE ,
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline. 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am now 69 years of
age. My ex-husband was a Union
Pacific Railroad employee and he is
now retired and remarried. We were
married for 19 years. I believe his-vita,
is now drawing retirement benefits on
his railroad benefits. I am now drawing
Social Security benefits and have a
sifiall'alimony. I need to know if I can
now or ever draw benefits on his
railroad credits. - L.G.
The Railroad Retirement Act, unlike
the Social Security Act, does not
provide for the payment of annuities to
the divorced spouses or Widnvis'of
railroaders. Thus, you are not entitled
to any railroad retirement benefits on
your husband's account under current
law.
An amendment to the Railroad
Retirement Act would be required for
• .annuities to become payable by the
board to divorced spouses or widows.
Amendments to the act are generally
based on joint recommendations made
to -Congress by railroad management
and labor on the basis of negotiated
. agreements between the two parties.'
Whether a provision to pal annuities to
divorced s isiôr\vldiyJis *111 ever be -
agreed upon and recommended to
CaOgreia-by..4nanagernent and labor, or
wheu this would happen, cannot
detentiiped at this..time.
•frEARTLINE: • I received some
literature in the mail from an insurance
company that claims that, if we pur-
chase it, their Medicare supplement
will pay everything that Medicare does
not pay- ererything! Is there such *a
charge but that $80 is the reasonable_
charge, then Medicare will pay 80
percent of $80, not 80 percent of $100.
Thus, Medicare would pay $64 on that
MO charge and this ifigurance policy
would pay 20 percent of the $80, or $16,
and you would still owe $20 out- of lour
own pocket. If - and we stress IF -
Medicare allows the doctor's entire
charge as reasonable and pays 80
percent of the $100, then this Medicare
supplement would have to pay the other
20 percent and thus your entire bill
would be paid.
For this company to say that, with
their policy and Medicare, all your bills
will be paid is to assume that your
Medicare carrier will allow all of your
doctor's charges as reasonable. This
simply is not the situation. Medicare
-rarely finds all doctor's charges as
- -reasonable. Heartline has a free list of
tips on pill-chasing health insurance. To
obtain a copy, send 25`cents for postage
and handling to Heartline's Tips on
Buying Health- 'Insurance, -114. East
, Dayton St., 'West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
Will Medicare help
cover the-cost of false teeth? -- K.C.
No. Medicare will not help cover the
cost of .16ntures. For a long list of things
which Medicare will and will not cover,
, send $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to
Medicare, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
s.




NEW YORK (AP) - The big problem
these days, says Harvey Kapnick, is not
inflation, even if President Carter has
declared it to be No. 1.
As an accountant chairman of
Arthur Anderson & Co., one of the top
accounting firms - Kapnick is aware
of the current 13 percent rise in prices.
Still, he maintains, "inflation is not the
problem."
Instead, he says, .it is a result of
problems: deficit spending, a weak
trade position, discouragement of
savings, a failure to develop domestic
energy, uncoordinateti regulation, and
lagging productivity. 1"4
We attack the symptom, inflation,
even while growing aware that the real
problems can be dealt with. The real
problems, however, are easy to avoid;
in every instance they involve painful
political decisions.
So-often. it seems, accountants limit
their function to reviewing the
documents, verifying the numbers.
analyzing procedures, and applying .07
withholding their 'imprimatur.
Sometimes they, comment on
management, but management is their
employer; it doesn't happen often.
When Kapnick spoke recently at
Indiana University he felt constrained
to advise his audience that his words
would sound harsh, "all the more si
coming from an accountant ac-.
customed to cairn, precise expression."
He proceeded to criticize the nation's
economic management. We risk
dlsaster, he said. "We need a coor-
dinated economic policy -as much as we
need a coordinated defense policy." We
don't have it, he said.
We discourage thrift, the basis of
capital needed to make jobs and raise
productivity,' he said. Our regulators
regulate narrow-mindedly. Our energy
program concentrates on price instead
of self-sufficiency.
COMikaTi—ara—poliey? -They- say.- they___.__Weslora _e_v_t_n_l_fft9P to identify the
will also pay the 20 percent of the overriding issues that cause inflation
medical bills that Medicare does not and that must be dealt with in
developing a' coordinated, long-termpay. - Y.D.
national policy, Kapnick said, addingWe checked on the company you
wrote to us about. Their literature was these observations:
-The federal budget deficit ismisleading. This company will pay 20
medical probably bigger than what the numberspercent of the "reasonable"
charges which Medicare does not pay. tells us. He should know; his Job 4.
Medicare rarely pays 80 percent of the, peering behind the numbers. Using
doctor bill. Instead, Medicare will pay other accounting methods, ac-
80 percent of the "reasonable" charges. cumulated federal deficits for 1975
If you have a bill for $100 from the through 1977 were probably 50 percent
doctor and the Medicare carrier greater than shown.
decides that $100 is not the reasonable. "We need sound data at all levels of
government to identify problems before
they become crises. We can no longer
have deficits, of $30-$50 billion and
unrecorded liabilities of the magnitude
shown in the unofficial accrual
statements."
-We must have a national program
to export more. Our trade position is
deteriorating, and it isn't because of oil.
"Both West Germany and Japan im-
port greater percentages of their oil
than we do, and both have strong
economies, sound currencies and
favorable trade balances."
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The problem is on the sell side. U.S.
competitors use tax and other financial
incentives to stimulate exports. We do
not. We must change our policy.
-We have chosen to wage the energy
battle with one hand tied. Nuclear
power is still the cbeapest and most
abundant form of energy. "It is a crime
that our vast coal resources have not
been mobilized."
We must gain control of energy
availability. "In business, a company
that loses control over its ability to gain
access to necessary raw materials





After this I beheld, and, lo, a
great multitude, which no man
could number, of all nations, and
kindreds, and people, and tongues,
stood before the throne, and before
the lamb. Revelation 7:9.
The population of heaven will be
unexpectedly large and rartgated
and glorious. If you do not care for
that, you may not make it, ,
Funny
Funny World
An old timer remembers when the
highway patrol didn't hide at the side of
a busy road with radar - but took
chances out in traffic like everybody
else.
The greatest achievements of
mankind have been accomplished by
two groups of people. Those who were
smart enough to know it could be done
and those who were too dumb to know it
couldn't.
WRITE-A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever' possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject. any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &






By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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+++
The biggest picnic every held in Calloway County or since was
held by the NVood.men, of the World on July 4 with 10,000 persons
attending the free dinne,r, and barbecue held in the wooded grove
southwest of Washington NVall's place (Chestnut at North 12th).
Disguised as 'a "hand-shaking love feast" and officially sponsored
as a fraternal meet, the main purpose was to enroll members in the
Tobacco Planters Protective Association. Entertainment included
music by the Creal Band of Creal Springs, Ill., Murray String Band
and Chorus and other bands. Speeches were by Hon. Ruby Laffoon,
Jack Newberry of Hopkinsville, and a Mr. Webb representing the
Association. _ Also there were fireworks  _#nd a baseball game  by
the famed Murray Baseball Team. Not everyone went away happy
as the barbecued steers and hogs failed to satisfy the appetites of
so many people. The event had been previously heralded as "enough
for everybody without killing the town cows."
Singing schools were popular with as many as five classes being
conducted within a single week. All the action was not monopolized
by singers for Miss M. F. Davis of Dexter challenged the board
of education and the superintendent, L. A.. L. Langston, with
rigging the attendance records in order to force her resignation. Herprotest was heard by the state Court of Appeals, which reversed
the county board and superintendent, re-instating her to the job,
the first teacher job instance in the state under,# new law that gave asemblance of job protection against the capriciousness of county
c 
tpolijiei4ns. on standard rural routes of 24 miles 'farm mail
school
Af er July 1 
 s411 receive $75 per month for a grand total of $900 a year.(Carrier 4urnished horse and. puggy.), The postmaster in Isilorraywas given a $100 increase in pay to $1,600 a year (no horse was
needed). Shortly after the pay raise, Postmaster' Downs told countypatrons they could now write on the front...side of post cards; previ-. 4y_forbidden,_im compliance  with a, new, federal mail Forlack of business,. the Goldwater pcistoffice was abolished.
Eve4,ett .Roberts,.was apRointed ky. the city ceuncil, to. fill theoffice of chief or police vacated by Walter lIollanid. Roberts namedJesse Wells, another-brother of Rainey T., as assistant chief, how- . •ever Wells resigned two days later with Jim Adams






Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, associat*
professor of biology at Murray Stan
University, was named Lt. Governor-
elect of Division I of the Kentucky.
Tennessee District of Kiwanis Inter-
national for 1970-7r
The 33 members of t,he Calloway
County High School Band left this
morning for Six Flags Over Georgia,
Atlanta. They will be guests of Si
Flags and attend the Band Festival
there. Chaperones are Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Pigg, Ms. Vicki Starks, and
Miss Frances Armstrong.




e73..T Terry Sills has accepted the
pastorate of the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. He is now minister at the
Fredonia Baptist Church.
New officers of the Creative Arts
Department, Murray Woman's Club,
are Mrs. Macon .Blankenship, Mrs.
Aude McKee, Mrs. Buford Hurt, and
Mrs. Eff W. Birdsong.
In high school baseball Calloway .
High beat Murray High. Oliver and
Osborn were the battery for Calloway
and Smith and Hale for Murray.
20 Years Ago
Gloria Steele, Carolyn Wood, and
Nancy Gibbs, students at Murray
Training School, participated in the
Spelling Contest of the National Office
Management Association held at
Paducah on April 30. Miss Steele placed •
second and Miss Wood placed fifth in
the contest.
Youth Week at the Memorial Baptist
Church will close on Sunday, according ,
to the pastor, the Rev. T. A. Thacker
State Representative Owen Billington
is attending the meeting of/ the
Legislative Advisory Cowell /Of the
Southern Regional Education /Board at
Point Clear, Fla.
New officers of the Murray Woman's
Club installed by Mrs. Ralph
Edrington, district governor,
Arlington, are Ruth Pasco, Mary Ann
Clark, Desiree Hosick, Lanette
Thurman, Nell Farmer, and Nell
Rombrbi.nasr.lci 
Mrs. 011ie Wilson of Grand-
-view announce the approaching
marriages of their daughters-Mary,
Lou to Glen B. Gibbs, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Gibbs of Murray, and Marie
to Lee eoiiReed,:oneirof M .sanAd Mrs.. Oscar
Reed of Cannelton.
3
Dr. W. G. Nash, dean of Murray State
Teachers College, will be the com-
mencement speaker on May 5 at Almo
High School. John Brinn spoke at the
baccalaureate service last night, ac-
cording to William B. Miller, Almo
principal.
Deaths reported include Ben P.
Edrington, Sr.
Dr. Gordon Wilson of Western State
Teachers College, Bowling Green, will
be the commencement speaker at New
Concord High School. Baccalaureate
speaker was the Rev. I. I. Jones of
Clinton.
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale was elected
as director of the Purchase District of
the Kentucky Federation of
Homemakers Clubs at the annual
meeting held at Barlow.
The McKee! Equipment Company
will show two free farm movies-
"March of Machines, Parade of Plows"
and "Sags of Sawdust Sam"-on May..3
at 7:30 p.m.
Today In History
By The Asavetated Press..
Today is Wednesday, May 2, the
122nd day of 1979. There are 243 days__
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, the Soviets an-
nounced the fall of Berlin in World War
II, and the Western Allies announced
the surrender of Nazi troops in Italy
and parts of Austria.
On this date:
In 1670, the Hudson Bay Company
was chartered by England.
In 1863, Confederate Gen. Thomas
"Stonewall" Jackson was mistaken for
a Northern scout and fatally wounded
by his ow_n__s9idiers in the Civil War ' 
battle of Chancellorsville, Va.
In 1890, the Oklahoma 'Territory was
organized.
In 1960, Caryl Chessman was
executed in San Quentin Prison in
California after eight stays of execution
that made him a nationally known
figure.
In 1966, there was rioting in Israel
during a visit by former West German
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer.
In 1973, former Treasury Secretary
and Texas Gov. John Connally switched
membership from the Democratic
Party to the Republican Party.
Ten years ago; France's Cabinet set
June 1 as the date for elections to
choose a successor to President Charles
de Gaulle, who had resigned.
Five years ago: The Indian govern-
ment of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi--
arrested more than _100 labor leaders to
try al avert a rail strike in India.
One year ago: Japanese Prime"
LIViintater Takeo ,Piikuda -In --
Washington his *government was
determined to take action that would
belpbring Japan's imports more in line •
with its huge exports. •
Today's birthday: Pediatrician and
writer Henjamin Spock is 76 years old.
Thought for today- There is no more
independence in politics than there is in

























































































































































Books is sponsored by The Murray Lodger
& Tirpes, the Department of History at
Murray State University and the Kentucky
Humanities Council Reader comment on the
series should be addressed to "Books." •
Department of History, MSU, Murray. KY
42071
Chesapeake, by James A.
Michener. Random House,
1978).




America has longt been
known as the land of op-
pdrtunity, a country always
searching for "new frontiers."
Michener, in his new novel
Chesapeake, captures the
spirit which animated the
American quest for a new
frontier as he traces the in-
fluence of the Eastern shore
on peoples from 1583 to 1978.
Even though Michener tells
his story through the lives of
. people, the real subject of
Chesapeake is the mysterious
magnetism and majesty of the
Chesapeake Bay area. The
inhabitants of the area differ
markedly in cultural,
religious, educational,
economic, social and ethnic
backgrounds. In spite of all of
these differences, they all
share a respect for the rich
and seductive nature of the
Eastern shore.
Michener causes the area to
come alive in the mind of the
reader because it lives in the
experiences of his characters.
His characters are historical
composites which mirror the
types of people who have been
influenced by the. Bay area.





while strong and vital, take a
back seat to the unsurpassed
impact of the Chesapeake Bay
on American history, much
like that of the Tigris and
Euphrates in the Middle East;
an impact which continues
today. Only the methods have
._!..changed; the land has
remained relative y un-
changed. Michener depicts
America's uniqueness in the
dynamic effect of its
geography on its people,
rather than the effect of the
people on the land.
Chesapeake traces the
exploration and development
of the Eastern shore from the
time of Pentaquod, a
Susquehannock warrior who
tires of war and chooses to
leave the security of his tribe
to satisfy his curiosity about
"the river of rivers." '
The Bay area brings both
joy, from the richness of the
Virginia plantation, and
sadness, from the devastation
of a hurricane, to its residents.
It also brings out the best and






dominating. They are people
of tradition, like the Steeds or
Janneys, making their mark
on others and the land; or
people like Thomas
Applegarth, who lived,
inquired, and died leaving no
special memorial.
As usual, Michener,
engages the reader in an
enjoyable pilgrimage through
time with characters.. who
strive for the human values
which come .from a live for
.life, as evidenced by their
battles against, human and
natural enemies, and a
respect for land, exemplified
by their efforts to preserve the
wildlife and beauty of the
Eastern' shore.
One of the world's largest
open-pit iron mines — near
Hibbing, Minn. — is about
three miles long, a mile wide












*free 10 oz. soft drink




Benny Berryhdl, Arlington, Kentucky, demonstrates
sheep shearing at Empire Farm in TVA's Land Between
The Lakes_ The demonstration was a part of "Hoof to
Hank," a wool process that includes washing, dyeing.
carding spinning, and weaving the fleece.
(TVA Photo by Barb Vetsch)
The Right Price
With Silver Coins
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP —
The price is right at Comer
Clemmons' service station —
if you've got silver coins. A
gallon of gas can be had for
less than two bits, a soft drink
for a dime.
Clemmons also sells at
today's prices — if you offer
today's currency. But if you
want his bargains, the pur-
chase must be made in silver
coins.
"I'd trade anything I've
got" for the shiny, no-copper-
added Coins minted before
1965, said, Clemmons, who
adds with a laugh, "I'd trade
my wife for it."
Clemmons' abiding passion
for silver coins lured him to
begin trading merchandise
and gasoline for them in 1973.
Besides his Lexington service
station, he owns wholesale
auto parts businesses in
Lexington, Frankfort and
Louisville.
"We'll take silver for
anything," he said. "I sold one
man -a set of radial tires. I
think I took $60 in silver for a
$270 set of tires. He paid me in
Washington quarters. He had
piles of I silver. ) But he died."
Clemmons estimates he has
swapped about $1,700 in
merchandise for silver coins
worth about $9,000. -
The coins are worth about
five times their original value.
But Clemmons vows his
motives are pure.
"I'm not trying -to make
money on 'em," he said of his
coins. "I just like old coins.
That's true."
However, he said, "if they
weren't - going- -up -in- value, 1-
probably wouldn't like old
coins." _._....
"I never sell 'em," said
Clemmons. "I, wouldn't sell
'em unless I absolutely ,ad to
for food. I wouldn't even pay a
hospital bill with 'em, I don't
believe."
Clemmons said he began his
coin collecting 25 years ago.
That's how he spends his
money, although "my wife
doesn't always approve," he
said.
But-it's gettingtough to find
people who have silver and
are willing to swap for
gasoline valued at 17.6 cents a
gallon in silver, especially
when folks can save 10 cents in
today's currency by pumping
it themselves, he said.
"People don't have silver
--anymore," he said. "These
ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!
Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
•to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray,.Ky. and West TeWèàrEkfow operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and
 have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years ovu th
e road
experience and a good taAground, then do yourself a favor and con-
tact Carl McBride (901) 784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.
coin dealers and others have it
snapped up.
'You wouldn't get a silver
coin out of $1,000 in change,'
said Clemmons. "You -can'
spot one a mile away."
11111111111111&
Options For ROTC Cadets
Cadets enrolled in Army
ROTC at Murray State
University are enthusiastic
about the option they have to
serve in either the Army
National Guard or Army




Routt, Professor of Military
Science. The option is open to
cadets in both the four-year
and two-year ROTC
programs.
"The students who have
shown interest in enrolling in
Army ROTC find the Reserve
Option a very intriguing
aspect of the program," Col.
Routt said. "It allows cadets
to choose Reserve Forces
Duty to fulfill their military
obligation. This allows them to
begin the civilian career of
their choice after
graduation."
The Reserve Option is open
to all non-scholarship cadets.
Scholarship cadets are
required to serve four years in
the Active Army.
According to Col. Routt, one
of the most appealing aspects
Of the Reserve Option is that,
in most cases, it will allow the
cadet to become associated
with the Reserve Component
unit located in or near the city
or town in which the new
graduate plans to live and
begin his or her civilian
career.
As an example, cadets
commissioned from Murray
State University during 1979
will have assignments in
Murray, Hickman, Paducah,
Louisville, Pikeville, Ky. and
Martin, Tenn. These cadets
had the option to choose their
specific slot and location from
a list of vacancies furnished
by the US Army Reserve and
National Guard.
"I've talked with a number
of our Army ROTC graduates
who have taken advantage of
the Reserve Option," Colonel
Routt said. "I've heard
nothing but good things.
They're serving their country
and community, they're well
started in their civilian
careers, and they're getting
the financial and social
benefits of being a member of
the Army National Guard or
Army Reserve."
Students who would like
more information about the
Reserve Option may contact
Colonel Routt at 502-762-3746
Will Replace Dryers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Several companies are of-
fering to replace hair dryer
parts or entire units that
contain asbestos, the attorney
general's Consumer
Protection Division said.
Asbestos ' is a suspected
cancer-causing agent when
inhaled. The division
suggested that anyone seeking
information about asbestos or
about a particular brand of
dryer call the toll-free con-











20-Inch Mower - hgine 7-inch
Poly wheels `, 'forge. i-IYPe












22-Inch Mawr. 3 HP Briggs & Strat-
tontngtne Sionch Poly *heels SECIedIS-
Charge Fully baffled for extra strength.
chrome loop type_ folding handle with




Rear Engine Biding Mower, Lit-, heat 
&
fumes behind ,iou Easy maneuver
-
ability 5 HP Briggs & Stratton engine







5 HP Bring' 5 Stiandn eng,T-TT
type dirfere,n-
hal OiTpck Hite adlirstrni'll
Reg $
559 95
---,waft/44 E SS %MTH TRADE-
fry,
Cash & Carry
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. May 3rd-4th-5th
840-5:00 Thurs. & Sat. 8:30-8:30 Friday
451 SOUTH SIXTEENTH STREET
PADUCAH, KY,
We've Trimmed the Prices
So You Can
Bag the SAVINGS
4 94EVEN LESSWITH TRADE-lei
20-inch Lawn-Boy Mower. Dependable and .rugged 66 cubic
 inch engine with
deluxe shroud, primer and switch Quiet under-the-deck m
uffler Chrome plated
handle with vinyl sleeve Has ouick-hite wheel adjustment Heav
y duty steel deck
USE YOUR OTASCO CREDIT •




Solid star* Mowar. 68 cu. in. 2-speed
engine 19-incil cut. finger TIP release
and primer & position Quick Hite wheel
adiustrnent, Grass catcher assembly





Sett Propelled 22-inch cut.
HP VerticaT p -ott-cflpsrfck, Suggs a
Stratton le 5 position Quick Hite
ediustmen 8-rncti steel 'wheels Side
dischar, futlytiaffled tor extra strength
chrome •• r tore towing handle Life-






ground 14" cut double
insulated Cooling vents
in handle keeps dirt
uf motor . •
Extension Cord. 50-ft..








Mower Oil. For all LAWN-BOY mowers and
other makes of 2-cvcte engine mowers r -
Reg, 4 69
&ass Shears. Tempered Ti
polished blades 5-inch cut '
vinyl, grips it '
'facts c.00cieoucoi sougoAr AT 
Alt OTASCO STORES AHD EARTiCIPANNG CRALE11
Bel_Air Shopping Center 753-8391
•
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Pick up your Free
Game Ticket and Col-
lector Card when you
visit your participating
store! The more
tickets you collect, the
better your chances of
winning $1, $2, $5,











THE ODDS . . .
Odds vary depending on number of game tic
kets
you obtain_ The more tickets you collect the b
et-
ter your chances of winning.




food stores located in Alabama. Arkansas,
Mississippi. Missouri and Tennessee.
Scheduled termination date of this promotion 
is
July 31,1979 However, BINGO MAGIC 
official-
ly ends when all game tickets are distrib
uted.
ODDS CHART



















1( 1100 25 1 on 103.000 1 on 14.077 1 in 5003
100 350 Iwo 131711 Ion I ova—11,r-3113--
I 0 600 I on 7(12S 1 in SIII7 1 ,n 312
5 1100 I.., 4 I SP
.,
I.. 320 I on I 16
2 4250 I gn I 076 1 on 113 I on 10
1 20 000 111 221 I.. 14 .. 1 on (10
TOTALNO
































Good Only Al Serifs
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Fam
Pet Milk
4/$1
f ') 8 19


















' Limit 1 Per Family
Chiffon..
COUPON ‘.
Limit 1 Per Family;
CiOnnt it - --...,
COUPON .








,±1 I. lb 59(' -Exp. 5-8-79
40 ot
Exp 5-8-79




Good 011y At Siortf s
 •,..,--,. ...••■•......a.y.....
- Goadi&li Al Starks
..- ,...0
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More Purchasing Power Here
Compare Our Low Sheff Prices >
• Starting May 2
Play Bingo Magic.
• Win Up To $1,000")
Purchasing Power means more than a few items temporarily
marked down. Purchasing Power means low prices that are low
everyday, good weekly specials, and quality merchandise for


































_Limit I Per Fornny
Seven Sees
Stied Dressing

















Bryan - (Except Ham)
Lunch Meat


















Limit 1 With $10.00
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Warren, Mounts Receive
Murray State MVP Honors
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Bernie Behrendt said what's what for t
he little guy. '41 hope
this may be of incentive to any small fo
otball players or other
atletes than you can do it."
Behrendt, along .with Stewart Johnson, w
as inducted into
the MSU Hall Of Fame as part of the M
urray State All-Sports
Banquet ceremonies in Beshear Gymna
sium last night.
"This is the second biggest thrill of 
my athletic career,"
said Behrendt, who, at 5-7 and 150 
pounds in his playing day's,
made both • the offensive and defen
sive all-Ohio Valley
Conference squads. "The first was 
being offered a
scholarship to play at Murray State."
Johnson, a 6-8 center on the 1963-66 
Racer basketball
teams, was unable to attend the 
ceremony, but his sons,
Stewart Jr. and Steve, were present for
 the honor.
After scoring 1,257 poinjs as a Rac
er, Johnson playedin
more than 400 games in the 
American Basketball
Association. He is currently coach
ing and playing in
Argentina.
David Warren and Jackie Mounts 
were named the most
valuable athletes for Murray during the
 past athletic year.
Warren, a sophomore from Essex, 
England, was named
the OVC Indoor Trackman of the Ye
ar and was later named
All-America. He holds the school re
cord for the 800 and .1500
meters and will represent the Racers 
in the-NCAA Cham-
pionships iilboth the events in June.
Mounts, a fdur-year regular on the 
women's basketball
team, finished last season as the top 
rebounder in the Ohio
Valley and Kentucky Women's 
Intercollegiate conferences
with a 13.9 mark.
She was also second on the Murray 
squad in scoring 15.21
and made both the 'All-OVC and 
All-KWR7 squads. Perhaps
her greatest individual performace cam
e against Vanderbilt
in 1978, when she scored27 points and 
grabbed 28 rebounds.
Kenny Hammonds. who led Murr
ay State in scoring
against Ohio Valley Conference ba
sketball opponents with an
19.0 average, was named the ou
tstanding freshman male
athlete.
Allison Manley, a native of Surrey, 
England, was the
outstanding freshman female winner. She 
set? school record
in the pentathlon this season 
and helped the Racer* to the
championship of both the MSU Invitatio
nal and the KWIC
meets.
Anne Hess, a senior who manned_ th
e No. 4 singles sprot for
the women's tennis team, was named th
e outstanding female
scholar-athlete. She currently holds 
a -perfect 41,0 grade-point
average, the first such winner to achieve th
e feat..
Chris Leonard, the Racers' No. 2 player on
 the men's tennis
squad, was named the male scholar. He
 owns a 3.4 GPA.
Danny Lee Johnson, who rushed fo
r 1,217 yards and was
named the OV(7's Offensive player
 of the year, and quar-
terback Mike Dickens were co-recipien
ts of the MVP football
award.
Dickens passed for 1,190 yards and seve
n touchdowns.
ross-country winners were Jerry Odlin 
and Wendy
Slay ton.
Mounts was named the MVP in women's 
baskettiall.:4-nd
See WARREN. page 10-A
Wray Ledger & Times
 -
Karl Hussing welcomes Bernie Behrendt (right) into the MU Athletic Hall Of
 Fame during (4ertionies last night at the
Murray State All-Sports Banquet. 
Staff photu try TonyWILsun
Reagan To Join An Elite Field With Next Triumph
Murray State baseball Coach Johnny Reagan goes af
ter his 5Q0th career victory Thursday
at Morehead. The 'Breds face Austin Peay in the firs
t round of the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament. Only seven active college coaches currently
 own 500 oemore wins.
Seattle Runs Past Suns
For Triumph In Game 1
By the Associated Press
SEATTLE — Running with
the basketball is what the
Phoenix Suns do best.
On Tuesday night, however,
the Suns found themselves
romping up and down the
court not only without the ball,
but on the heels of the Seattle
play ers who had it




was over. the Sonics had
beaten the Suns at their own
game, 'running Phoenix off the
Coliseum court 108-93.
It was a tenacious Seattle
defense, led by the two
Johnsons, Dennis and John,
and control of the boards that
denied Phoenix the lightning
quick pace it prefers.
John Johnson harassed
Walter Davis and limited the
smooth shooting 6-foot-6












Passes are On Sale At.
The Murray-Calloway
Co. Park Office -
• foti 'Payne St.
Purchase prior to Pool OPening and
Save $5.00
Single Pass — $20.00
Family Pass — $45.00
belly and the Suns' leading
overall scorer -wasn't a factor
in the -end, either. Westphal
had 13 points on 5-of-13
shooting_
"I can't stop Paul every
night." said Johnson, named
earlier in the week to the
NBA's all-defensive team.
"My main objective isn't to
stop Paul, it's to stop
Phoenix."
Seattle's objectiye is to stop
the Suns in Game 2 of the
bestof-seven series Friday'
night in the Kingdome.
-One game don't make a
series," reasoned John
Johnsen, who dished out a
gamehigh nine assists, pulled
down eight rebounds and
scored seven points. "I'm sure
they'll come much better
prepared and play better
Friday'."
Phoenix Comh John
Welke(' conce the game
was lost on the boards, where
Seattle outrebounded the Suns
56-45, including a 20-12 edge on
the offensive end.
"You can't let anyone have
a lot of second shots,"
MacLeod said. "They are
physical and go to the boards
well. . They got a lot of of-
fensive boards. Th,ey're just
strong."
He said Davis an4Westphal
simply had poor games.
"Everything's fine with
Walter. He didn't have a
particularly good 'game, but
M --isn't the only one,"
MacLeod . said. "Paul. may
belle pushed his shots a little. ,
hit. He's a much 'better shot
than that.
"I think we'llibounce back."
I,onnie Shelton scored 15
points, and Gus Williams
added lcas Seattle raced to a
52-44 firglItalf lead.
When he was informed of
the fact, perhaps for the
umpteenth time, that he
owned 499 career victories, a
question was raised.
What does that figure
represent? -It means you're
getting old," said Johnny
Reagan. But he will likely feel
years younger Thursday.
should his Murray State






Reagan with his 500th victory
as a.college baseball coach -
a feat accomplished by only
eight other active coaches -
the 'Breds  will advance in the
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament, w high .run
Thursday through Saturday a'
Morehead.
It was figured to be almost ;I
shoo-in for Reagan to reach
the 499 plateau heading into
last week's doubleheader
home against Tennessee Tech
But the twinbill against the
lowly Gokleiv Eagles, who'won
only one league game all
season, was cancelled becaust-
of rain A Friday game with
Southern- Illinois a-s atm-
washed. out, setting the stage
for a sweep of Western
Kentucky last Sunday that
-brought the total to the tot-
tering 499 mark.
So Reagan's team has ha] to
wait folit days for the cha
to earn him his 500th, but it
will get at least two chance,- tfr
do so. Should the 'Breds lose tt,
the Governors, they will pia\
the loser of the ga the bet %%0 et
Middle Tennessee ;0nd
Morehead, the other •
teams to make the
tourney.
lie_agan wOn't admit hi,.
much -longer he will roach. 1)11!
he does admit that his lov0-
:he game hasn't diminished.
"There are certain facets of
'baseball, like the fact that it's
on outdoor sport, that are
dvantageous," he says.
A 'Breds team has never
tenure.
He is currently 185-72
against league schools and has
won nine conference titles.
Since 1975, though, the 'Breds
have finished second-, second
discussing trends involved in
his 20 years of coaching.
"It's almost amazing," he
says. "I've had good luck and
bad luck the uses that term for
lack of a better word), but
Active College Baseball Coaches
With SOO Ov More Victories
trellis via, to is. 111106011
Ns School
n. Wws-lost Pct.
Rod Dedaux Southern Cal
31 989-315 .758
Danny Lftwhiler Michigan St.
24 587-324 644
Al Ogletree Pan American
22 567-246 .697






Jack Stallings Georgia So.
18 508-274 650
Sal Taormina Santa Clara
19 476,231 683
Johnny Reagan Murray State
20 476-216 688
had a losing season under him,
and his squads hold almost
every statistical record, in-
cluding a 22-game win streak
during the 1975 season. It was
'that 40-9 Murray team that
won the OVC title and earned
the first N( 'A berth ev4r for
an Ohio Valley school.
Western Kcntucky claims
Aisuperiority in athletics in the
OVC,- but Murray State has






Australia's John Alexan•! •











by ianrie olo all
Wendy Turnbull,
defeated Canada and • ,;
vanced to the second





and third, respectively, but
Reagan says this team has a
good -chance of taking a 10th
title this week.
"This club has decided it's
going to forget the glory of
past teams and concentrate on
, getting the job done," he says.
.--We seem to have hit a good
streak, and .at lust the right
time."
Streak, rather than say,
development, is -a term
Reagan likes to use when
Southern Calif Ornia_'s Rod
Dedaux, who, heading into
this season, owned 989 wins in
31 seasons.
. No other coach, though, had
as many as 600, though two of
them figured to pass than
mark this year. A more
pertinent fact, though, might
be found after studying the
geographical location of the
top schools.
With the exception of
Michigan State, Murray is the
only school among the top 10
that doesn't have a normally'
balmy clirnale, something
important in playing plenty of
games and beefing up a
record.
This season, for. example,
the 'Breds had 57 games
scheduled, bur they only
played 31, winning 23 of them.
Eight home conference games
were rained out.
Now comes the inevitable
question.
What single thing, more
than any other, Reagan was
asked, has changed more than
'any other in baseball over 20
years?
"Well," Reagan. replied,-
-the uniforms are tighter."
And his players may bust the
seams on theirs should No.500
come Thursday
things seem to run in cycles.
"I used to- think I had
decided what I needed in a
pitcher, like control," says
Reagan. "That works for a
few years, then I decided that
the breaking ball was where
the emphasis should be, arklSo -
forth I've changed my mind a
lot of times."
There are currently seven
active college roaches, with
.500 or More career victories.
The far-and-away leader is
While you're out of town on vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
up on you're front steps advertising the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're busi-
ness is important to us and we can change
our schedule to fit your vacation needs.
We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And, if you want us to stop
and restart it, we can do,that too. We are a
serviee and we want your business.
Just tell your carrier or call 753-1916
T. P. Delaney, Circulation Mgr.
the
prray Ledger & Times
•••••••




































The Murray State men's
tennis team whipped two
opponents without the loss of a
match in running its tecord to
2••5 yesterday at the MSU
tennis complex.
Murray stopped Southeast
Missouri 9-0, then came back
to blast UT-Martin 6-0 in the
afternoon affair.„
The Racers, who are




A victory over the Gover-
nors would give Murray. a,
triumph over every league
opponent it has faced.
Murray 9. Southeast Mo 0
Tale Persson d Bob Klaus 6,1- 6,-3,
Chris Leonard d Keith Maddox 6-1 6-0;
Roger Berthisurne d Terry Chun 6-4. 64;
Vinn Swart/rig d Lorrie Lazenby 6-2, 6.2;
%lie Coition d Dave Boone, 6-0„ 6-1;
Steve Willie cl Darren Neaddar 6-2, 64.
Persson-Leonard d Klauslazenby 6-3,
Berthisurne-Custigan d Mackitia-
.4'hott 61.162. Willie-Bertluaurne d Boone-
‘..nswald 6-0. 6-3
Stormy I, UT-Martia
Persson d Skeet Price 6-3. 6-0, Leonard
Ben Turk 6-1. 6-0. Berthniame d Danny
;risen 6-1, 6-4, Swsrting U Chris
Fessender 6-3, 6-2. Custigan d Dave




Award winners 41ast night's Murray State All-Sports Banquet were: (1) Danny Lee Johnson, football; (2)
Allison Manley, track mvp and outstanding freshman athlete; (3) Anne Ress, female scholar-athlete; (4)
Chris Athlete, male scholar-athlete; (5) John Randall, basketball; (6) Kenney Hammonds, outstanding
ak
Kendall Leads Tigers' Drubbing
MAYFIELD -- Thomas
Kendall banged three hits,
scored two runs and hurled
Murray High to its ninth
consecutive victory, a 7-1
decision over - Mayfield
yesterday.
The Tigers, now 10-1, have
two days off before hosting
1.ouisville Western and
Daviess County to. a
doubleheader at Holland
Stadium Friday.
Alan Gibbs started on the
mound for Murray and struck
out five of the six batters he
faced in two.innings. Kendall
came on to scatter four hits
and pick up his second
triumph without a loss.
"I wanted Alan to pitch
some, but not the whole
game," explained Coach Cary
Miller. Gibbs will likely start
Friday or Saturday. Miller
said.
Kendall singled and stole
second in both the first and
third innings to give the Tigers
their first two runs. He came
home in the first frame on
Bruce Taylor's double to right
and scored in the third as
Taylor reached on an error.
Murray added three more
runs in the sixth when Bill
Milton singled, stole second
and scored on Gibbs' triple to
deep center. Tony Herndon
singled up the middle to drive
in Gibbs, and Eddie Requarth
scored on yet another Kendall
In the seventh, Brad Tayldr
doubled to center and scored
on John Denham's single to
left. Robin Roberts, who ran
for Denham, scored moments
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Reidland Nips Calloway Co. 7-6
It's been a run's difference
twice now, and Joe
Stonecipher doesn't know the
answer.
"We're jinxed, I guess," he
said after his Lakers jumped
to an early lead only to fall to
Reidland by a single run for
the second time this season -
this time it was 7-6 -
yesterday at the City Park.
' Calloway, 4-5, played at
Fulton County today.
The Linters erupted for five
runs in the second inning for a
6-2 advantage, but the
Greyhounds edged within 6-5
in the third and won the game
with two more runs in the
sixth.
Kenny McCuiston walked,
" went to second on a wild pitch
and scored on Keith Edwards'
single to leftfield for the
Lakers' first-inning run.
Ricky Garland was hit by a
pitch to open the second,
Marty McCuiston walked and
Kelly Whith singled to load the -
bases. Shawn Simmons' hit
scored Garland, and Kenny
McCuiston singled home two
more.
Don Hargrove's fielder's
choice brought home Sim-
mons, and Edwards rapped
.another hit to drive in Kenny
McCuiston.
A hit, a double and a single
that scored' two runs provided
Reidland with the tying and
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Laker Girls Top Marshall County
MAYFIELD - The
Calloway girls knew what they
had to accomplish. "We
needed a not and a second to
be sure," said Laker Coach
Sue Outland.
They got just that to edge
Marshall County for first
place in a triangular track
meet yesterday afternoon.
The takers finished with 63
points, while the Marshals had
62 and Mayfield totaled with "
28.
In the boys meet, Calloway
finished second behind
Mayfield „with 45 points, and
the Laker boys, too, beat the
Marshals by a single point.
The Calloway girls garnered
a first in the mile relay and a
second in the -440 relay, the
day's .final two events, to
secure the triumph.
Rose Ross won three events
th4110 hurdles, the mile run
and the 330 hurdles - to pace
the Laker girls to their fifth
victory-without a loss.
Mina, Todd finished second
in the shot, but her heave of 34
feet, three inches was a
Calloway school record. Todd
also finished second in both
the long jump (15-11,2) and
high jump (4-8).
Regina Walker also won the
long jump with a leap of 15
Ted, ithree and one-half in-
ches.
Ron Childress won the shot
and placed second in the. the
discus to propel the Lakers to
their secorialpisce standing.
Gary Emerson was first in
the long jump (20-5'2 ), second
in the triple jump (30-3) and
third in the 220-yard run
(24,7).
The Laker boys and girls
will compete at Murray High
with the Tigers and Fulton
Tiger Netters
Win 3rd Straight
HOPKINSVILIE, • Ky. --
The Murray High girls won
their 27th stseAN. match. and
blanked their opponent - this
- again for a third triuiiiiir
without a loss.
Candy Jackson stopped
Lillian Rorie 8-2 at No. 1
singles; Kathy Outland
defeated Lou Are) Dugoid 9-7;
Carol Dick beat Marcia Fort 8-
6: Starr Jones whipped Nancy
Boyd 8-3; Kathryn Dick
topped Tammy Hancock 8-3,
and Jennie Smith eliminated




Carol Dick-Jones beat Fort-
Boyd 8-3, and Teresa Dick and
Kathy Walston ,stopped Kim
Holmes and Mary Garner 8-5.
The Tigers travel to
Paducah filghman Monday.
City Thursday afteknoon.
Calloway Co. 43, Marshall Co. 62, Mayfield
!ll
SHOT Mina Todd, 2nd, 34-3 new
school record); Stephanie Wyatt, 3rd. 29-
DISCUS - Wyatt, 4th, 81-5
LONG JUMP - Regina Walker, tat .15-
3'd ; Todd, 2nd, 15-14%.
HIGH JUMP - Todd, 2nd. 4-8, Marcie
Miller, 3rd, 4-4; Tammy Garland, 4th, 4,2
110 HURDLES - Rose Ross. be, 17.6;
Melissa Miller, 4th, 19.1
100 YARD DASH - Jena Hoke. 2nd. 12.2
MILE RUN - Ross, 144. 6 22, Penny
Overbey, 3rd, 6-47
440 - Ellen Mahon, 3rd, 68.3.
130 HURDLES - Ross, 1st. 30 4, Miller,
2nd, 51.3.
MEDLEY RELAY - 2nd. 2 093
iDeedee Darnell, Todd, Hoke. Mahan)
880 - Miller, 2nd. 2.48
220 - Hoke. 2nd 28
MILE RELAY - 1st. 4.31 Re.o Hoke,
Miller, Mahani
440 RELAY -- 2nd, 571 Hopper.
Rhonda Key. Walker. Darnell
Mayfield 71, Ca llow, 45, Marduill tinily
44
SHOT - Ron Childress, 1,51,04'4
DISCUS - Childress, 2nd, 129-1
LONG JUMP - Gary Emerson. 1st. 20-
$14,
TRIPLE JUMP - Emerson. 2nd, 304
HIGH JUMP - David Tipton. bid. 54;
Johnny Robbins, 4th. 5-1
120 HURDLES -- Randy Dawson. 3n1,
199
MILE RUN -- Craig Robert,. 3rd,
5•17.
440- Stan Rushing, 3rd, 544
330 HURDLES - Dawson, 417, 44
880 - Rushing, 4th, 2.28
220 - Emerson. 1rd, 24-7
2-MILE RUN Robertson
Kenney Hanunonds laughs while 'accepting the out-
standing male freshman athlete award last night during
the Murray State All-Sports Banquet.
Staff photo by Tons WI"
freshman; (7) Karen Weis, tennis; (8) David Thomas, Dr. Morgan Sisk Memorial Award; ( 9) William Pat-
zke, rifle team; (10) Jerry Odlin, cross country; (11) Doran Perdue, baseball; (12) Sharon Macy, cross
country; (13) Mike Dickens, football; (14) Jackie Mounts, women's basketball and outstanding female
athlete; (15) David Warren, track award and outstanding male athlete.
Need A Quarterback?,
By the Associated Press
"Basically, there are two
positions that it's hardest for a
rookie to start at -'quar-
terback and offensive line,"
says Ray Perkins, himself a
rookie of sorts. "I don't think
you can win with a rookie
quarterback. It's never been
It's Hardest Spot To Fill, Says Giants' Coach
done."
Perkins is in his first season
as head coach of the New York
Giants, a team ,in almost
desperate need of a guar-
terback. None of the three
they have - Joe Pisarcik,
Jerry Golsteyn and Randy
Dean - has shown the in-
tangible quality that makes a
quarterback and the team he
plays for into a big winner.
Thus, when the time comes
for the Giants to make their
first pick in Thursday's.
National Football • League
draft, Perkins • and new
General Manager George




He's the biggest 'name
among available college
quarterbacks, one of the
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r iubeless blackwall 6-Ply rated Traction tread tube-
For Vans. Pick-Ups and Light less blaCkiVall For •Vans Pick-
Trucks . •
Ups and Light Truciss
SALE
SIZE PRICE F.E.T.
H78-15 64 88 375
L78-15 74 88 341
178-16 69 88 415
1$-Ply Tube Typo)
SALE
SIZE  PRICE F.E.T.
H78-15 68 88 • 365
L78-15 79 88 382 
L78-16 74 88 411
(WWI Tuba Top
08 Prices plus F.E.T. and old his elf vow vehicle. Raised Guthrie white letters 4500 
per Weevers.
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Bonded Brake Shoes $599 each
Sof of 4 for 2 wheels
Top quality, long wearing relined shoes.
Replace now for safety's sake 1 2-299-4/311-
2 )
Mow Disc Brake Pods for Most Popular Carl











11.11 Set of 4
Save 532 52 fel
Reg $151 521.6
8-Spoke White Mojave Wheels All steel
white wheels 5 Or 6 hole ChQice of 14" n 6"
15 7" or 15 x 13",• 0., '
Save S3 00
Rog. 412.99
Window Classics. For pickups
vans etc Enjoy shade 8 privacy
with 12 designs to choose from
13.99 Pair Salt; --- --"---̀ 11188--
•••• 4ave-11144 „
Price e Each 
Reg $1 5 911
Rubbermaid Pickup Truck Floor
Maks. TNT lines for good tit Eid ra
heavy duty •,)
Extra Heavy Duty Shocks For
Vans Trucks and 4•VVheel Drive
vehicles • • •





.Prevents fluid loss through overflow
.Easy to install
.Reduces risk of overheating
1.199-91
,
Chrome Tailgate Protector Fits al
Chevy GMC and Ford wide bed
pickups Install easily for beauty
5 protection i
13.88 Save $3 I 1Reg $1699
"Cherry Bomb" Hi-Performance
Muffler. America s at Glass Pack
with that deep thri,a,,, soun,1







Original Van or P•ciabp Splash Guards
Equipment •
kiNTOF
Sale Prices aood Through Saturday at ill Ounce Stores and Particip
ating Dealers
Bel Air Shopping Center - 753-8391
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Twins' Koosman Notches 5th
Straight Victory; New York
Rallies Past California 12-8
By the Associated Press
Jerry Koosman has left
Losersville, N.Y., behind him
arid is now a resident of (a
Victoria, Minn.. and b) the
victory column for the Min-
Ilesota Twins.
....The veteran left-hander,
otho managed only a 3-15
record with the punchless last-
ece New York Mets in 1978,
notched his fifth, consecutive
victory with seventh-inning,
help from Mike Marshall
Tuesday night as the Twins
nipped the Toronto Blue Jays
12 and climbed into first place
in the American League West.
Ironically, the TwIns edged
past California when the
Angels-were beaten 12-8 in 11
innings by the New York
Yankees, who had to bring
Tommy John in to bail out a
shellshocked bullpen. John
joined Koosman as 5-0 pit-
chers with some clutch relief.
The red-hot Baltimore
Orioles, meanwhile, took over
first place in the Al. Fast with
a 3-1 victory over the Seattle
Mariners while the Boston
Red Sox were stranding 18
runners and losing to the
Tigers Win
Track Meet
The Murray Middle track
teams grabbed victories over
North Elementary yesterday.
The Tiger girls topped the
girls 101-25, while the boys
won 94-35.
Boys First-Place Whiners
HIGH JUMP - Wells MM 1. 4-11.
Denham MM. 36-4.
S - Hutson ISM), 109-44.
LONG JUMP - Lovett IN), 15-9.
60 YARD HURDLES - McCuiciaton
MM i, 9.1.
100 YARD DASH Glavin MM, 12.0.
MILE - Nunnally r MM 5,55.
220 - Evans r MM i, 26.7.
440- Galloway (MAD. 65.2.
440 RELAY - Galloway MM, 65.2.
680 RELAY - MM (Wyatt. Young,
Billington. Glavin).
- Duncan (Ni. 2,42
Gina Finn-Place Winners
HIGH JUMP - Rousse r MM), 4-5
SHOT - Fox Misi i, 30-94.
s, DISCUS - Fox A MM I . 78-44
LONG JUMP - Ford ( MM ). 12-10
60 YARD HURDLES - MM. 11_6.
50 YARD DASH - Fox 1MM), 6.9.
100 YARD DASH - Ford ( MM), 13.5.
220 - Fox r MM), 30.P.
440 - Rom r KM), 71.0
440 RELAY - MM r Harcourt, Thomas,
Farley, Bowser, 59.6.
600 - Rousse r MM I, 2,52.
NO RELAY - MM (Campbell, Clark.
Roos, Ford), 2,56.
Park League
Sig nu p Stift—ircitty
Registration for Park
League will be held Saturday
from 10:30 a.m. until noon at
the Park League park.














Oakland A's 7-5. Elsewhere,
the Kansas City Royals
thumped the Texas Rangers 9-
3, the Cleveland Indians
downed the Milwaukee
Brewers 3-1 and the Detroit
Tigers beat the Chicago White
Sox 5-2.
Ken Landreaux, who singled
home a second-inning Min-
nesota hin, hit a tie-breaking
homer in the sixth. Koosman
went six innings-plus, scat-
tering nine hits' and 'striking
oat five before giving way to
Marshall.
Yankees 12, Angels 8
Bucky Dent, Juan Beniquez,
Thurman Munson; I.Ou
Piniella and Graig Nettles
delivered run-scoring singles
with two out in the 11th inning
as the Yankees snapped a five-
Baseball Standings
game losing streak. Piniella
and Beniquez homered as the
Yankees kayoed Frank
Tanana in the first inning and
built a 7-0 lead after three. The
Angels finally tied it 7-7 with
four runs in the bottom of the
ninth against three relievers-
before John, normally a
starter, came on and struck
out Rod Carew and Don
Baylor to leave two runners
stranded.
Orioles 3, Mariners 1
Ken Singleton- homered .in
the first inning and Rich
Dauer and Eddie Murray
drilled RBI singles in the sixth
as the streaking Orioles
posted their 12th victory in the
last 13 games behind six-hit

























GB W L Pet. GR
- Baltimore 15 9 625 
-
I Boston 13 8 .619 4
5 Milwaukee 13 10 365 14
5 New York 11 11 500 3
64 Detroit 8 9 471 Ps
74 Cleveland 7 14 333 64








Montreal 7, Los Angeles 3
San Franctsco 7, Philadelphia 0
Atlanta 5, Pittsburgh 2
Chicago S. Cincuinab 1
San Diego 10, New York 5
St. Louis 7. Houston 6, 11 Innings
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta Mahler 0-1 ) at Pittsburgh
r Candelaria 041, In)
Houston ( K . Forsch 3-01 at St. Louis
Denny 1-21, In)






. New York at San Francisco
Montreal at San Diego. ft














9 14 391 6
8 16 333 74
Taesshey's Games
Minnesota 3, Toronto 2
Cleveland 3, Milwaukee 1
Detroit 5, Chscago 2
Kansas City 9, Texas 3
Oakland 7, Boston 5
New York 12, California 8, 11 innings
Baltimore 3, Seattle 1
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota ( Cola 2-31 at Toronto Huff-
man
0
 2-h, ( n
Milwaukee (Haas 041 at Cleveland
(Garland 0-2), In)
Detroit Flocienta 1-21 at Chicago
(Bsuingarten 2-0), (n)
Texas ( Corner 1-31 at Kansas City
Leonard 3-2),In) 




Continued from page 8-A
•
and John Randall, a 6-8 senior,
was chosen most valuable
the men's, squad. He finshed
second in the league in
rebounding with a 8.4 mark.
Warren and Manley were
the track MVPs, while Karen
Weis and Leonard received
the same awards for their
tennis play.
Weis, a senior from
Wauwatosa, Wis., finished 22-
11 this spring in singles and
teamed with Bitsy Ritt for a
27-5 mark in doubles, com-
pleting a four-year reign as






With Garlic Bread and Price On
Combination Salad ' th Men)
Super Special For Kids yft




4 to 10 p.m.
Includes As Always
Rif RIMS ON OP.INIKS
You Can't Eat This Good












player. Leonard is currently
23-5 for the men.
Doran Perdue, Murray's
peppery- second baseman, was
named the outstanding
baseball player. He owns a
team-high .373 batting
average as the 'Breds prepare
for the OVC Tournament
Thursday.
William Patzke, who was
named All-America for the
second straight year, was
MVP of the nationally-ranked
rifle team. Dorthy McNary
was the outstanding
cheerleader.
The MVP in golf will be
_ determined after The—E6n-
fereriee—criampionships later
this month.
Football tight end David
Thomas' 'the.
"Morgan Sisk Award" from
Mrs. Morgan Sisk, whose





Ky lake 011 Co . 69 39
M F A. Insurance 61 47
Shoemaker Seed Co 58 50
Harpole Grocery & Hardware 56 50
East Y Grocer 55 53
McCuiston Auto & Electric 54 54
Paradise Kennel 514 564
Afro Car Wash.'  464 594
Key Cars 424 054
Lucky Seven 424 eV!
HIGH TEAM GAME (SC)
East Y Grocery 614
Shoemaker Seed Co  601
Astro Car Wash 800
HIGH TEAM GAME (FiC)
East Y Grocety 797
Astro Car Wash 782
Shoemaker Seed Co 775
HIGH TEAM SERIEg (SC)
Astro Car Wash 1893
East Y Grocery 1673
M.F.A. Insurance 1658
HIGH TEAM SERIES HC)
Astro Gr Waah  




HIGH IND. GAME (SC)
Pat Scott 201
Hilda Bennett 192
loin Smith -. 161
HIGH IND. GAME (HC
Hilda Bennett  234
Mary Routt.  232
Pat Scott  ill ,




HIGH IND. SERIES (MCI
C9
itaren Smith 
TAIWIManit7 - - •
HIGH A VE RAG F-S













NEW YORK — The very
idea of tabbing women "the
weaker sex" sends sparks
flying off the head of Kathrine
Switzer, the lady who spars
with giants.
It was Switzer who was
largely instrumental in
breaking down the sex barrier
in the hallowed Boston
Marathon. Now she has
trained her guns on a broader
and more powerful force, the
Olympic Games.
She is leading the fight to
allow women to compete as
the men do — in the traditional
distance races of 5,000 and-
10,000 meters as well as the 26-
mile, 385-yard marathon.
-The longest women's race
in the Olympics' is 1,500
wr
Switzer Battling For Women's Rights In Races
meters,- the champion of
women's -athletic rights says.
-That is discriminatory.
Medical evidence has shown
that women have as much
endurance as men, if not
more, even if men do possess
more speed, strength and
power.
"It is too late now, but dur
aim is to have a full program
of women's distance events on
the 1984 Olympic program in
Los Angeles."
Switzer, who crashed the
all-male Boston Marathon in
1967, is organizer and director




women runners from 29
Countries, will be staged Sept.
4 in Waldniel, West Ger-
many. The five U.S.
representatives for this event
will be chosen at the National
AAU ('hanipionships over the
slightly shorter 30-kilorneer
(18.6 miles) distance Friday in
Springdale, Ohio.
The women's bid for
Olympic recognition at
Moscow was rejected on the
grounds that international
interest in marathon running
was not that prevalent
throughout the world.
"We had 225 entrants from
nine countrips and the top 20
marathoners in the world in
our International Cham-
pionship at Atlanta last
March," ,she said. "We were
told that there must be at least
25 countries involved. So we
have 29 for West Germany. I
don't see how they can knock
SPORTING GOODS
Fri. May 4th




written it wishes to stage a
national meet. Japan is
planning three. Similar
reaction comes from Spain,
France and Germany.
"It's amazing the physical
and psychological benefits
that accrue from running.
While jogging is the fastest
growing sport in this country,
45 percent of our women get
little or no exercise at all.
There are only 4,000 women
marathoners in the United
States compared with 40,000
men."
As an undergraduate at
Syracuse University, Switzer
ran with the men's cross
country teams and outlasted




The Murray Karate Center
is sponsoring a four-state
"Kentucky Lake Karate
Championships" Sunday at
the Jaycee Civic Center.
Admission to • the event,
which will begin at 11 a.m., is




Mississippi have been invited
to compete, and ap-
pKoximately 100 are expected,
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..Fred Stout of 814 Sha Wa
Circle, Murray, died this
morning at five o'clock at the
Murray-('alloway County
Hospital. He was 77 years of
age.
Mr. Stone was a retired
employee of the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company, and a member of
the Goshen United Methodist
Church where he served on the
Official Board and as a
Sunday School Superin-
tendent.
Born Dec. 27, 1901, io...
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late George Stone
and Lora Draffen Stone.
Mr. Stone is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Vera Marine Stone;
two sons, Albert Lee Stone,
Kingsport, Tenn., and Eugene
Stone, Beaumont, Texas; one
granddaughter, Miss Nancy
Stone, Knoxville, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Ausie ( Autumn)
Pool, 1620 Catalina Drive,
Murray.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral







Rebecca Myers and James Long
•
Rebecca Myers, James
Long To Receive Senior
Awards At Murray State
Mrs. Polly Henson died
Monday at 9:45 p.m. at the
Marshall County Hospital, _
Benton. She was 80 years of




Bowerman, Hardin; six sons,
Milburn, Joe, Leamon,
Clinton, Doyle, and Cecil




—The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m, at the chapel of
the Collier • Funeral Home,
Benton, with the Rev. C. C..
Brasher and the Rev. Hallie
Cook officiating.
Orandsons are serving as
pallbearers and buriAl will





The funeral services for
Herbert Stephens of Hohen-
wald, Tenn., brother of
Leonard Stephens of Murray,
were held Tuesday at the
chapel of the McDonald
Funeral Home, Hohenwald,
Tenn. Burial was in the Bethel
Cemetery there.
Mr. Stephens, 74, died years, and a Universit
y
Sunday—al -the hospital -11-13456ksTifee-Sch-olarsh4i_.
Centerville, Tenn. • Miss Myers has Served as
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lillie-Stephens, and one
son, Herbert Stephens, Jr.,
Hohenwald, Tenn.; five
sisters, Mrs. Ezell McDonald,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Lena
Frazier, Lawrenceburg,
Tenn., Mrs. Izora Quillians,
Mrs. Lela Quillians, and Mrs.
Ezora Reeves, all of Hohen-
wald. Tenn.; three brothers,
Leonard, Murray, HerShell






















Rebecca Christina Myers of
Mortons Gap and James H.
Long of Desloge, Mo., have
been named alb the Out-
standing Senior Woman and
Man at Murray State
University.
Their selections for the
coveted outstanding senior
awards were announced at the
annual senior breakfast on the
campus Tuesday. They will be




Miss Myers and Long were
chosen as the outstanding
seniors by a faculty-student-
staff committee from students
named to "Who's Who Among
Students. in American
Universities and Colleges."
Both will be graduated with
honors in the May 12
ceremony.
She will be graduated with a
perfect 4.00 academic stan-
ding and share recognition as
the top student academically
in the class. The 21-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Myers of Mortons
Gap has an area in accounting
and a minor in French.
Her awards and scholar-
ships include a James L.
Hurley Memorial Scholarship
for two years, a President's




Honor Scholarship for" two
president of Pi Delta Phi






Church, located southwest of
Coldwater, will hold a Bible
Institute on Thursday; Friday,
and Saturday, May 3,.4, and 5.
Speakers for the services at
7:30 each evening will be the
Rey. Tommy Grubbs,
..Thritsday; the Rev. Max
Anderson, Friday; and the
Rev. Jack McClain, Saturday.
Services on Sunday will be
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and
preaching ,at 11 a.m. with the
pastor, the Rev. William
Strong, as speaker.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscrieers who hove not
received thee bonne delivered
copy of Ti,. Murnry lisdaor &
Times by 530 p.m Monday
ridgy or by 3-30 p m on
Saterdeys we urged to call
753-1916 between 530 p.m
and 6 p.m., Monday Friday, or
3 )0 p.m snd4pm Satin
days, to insure delivery of the
newspaper Gans mint 6.
pieced by 6 p.m weekdays or
4 p.m. Saovrelirys to qtwarrrea
delivery.




Beta Alpha Psi accounting
fraternity, treasurer of. the
Hester Hall Dormitory
Council, and as a represen-
tative to the Student Activities
Board.
She has also been a member
of Alpha Chi national honor
society, Alpha Lamlxla Delta
freshman honor society, the
Accounting Society, and the
French Club.
Long, 22, who will be
graduated cum laude, is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Long, Sr., of Desloge, Mo. He
has a double major in biology
and chemistry and plans to
enroll in graduate school,
probably at the University of
Missouri.
Recipient of a Special
Presidential Scholarship, he
has served two years as
treasurer of the Student
Government Association,
three years on the Student
Senate, and two years as a
member of the Student
Activities Board.
Long, who is vice-president
of Omicron Delta Kappa,
serVed on the University
Undergraduate Studies
Committee and is on the
Student Development
Advisory Committee. He is a
member of Beta Beta • Beta.
biological honor society, -the
Pre-Med Club, and Pi Kappa
Alpha social fraternity.
He has also been active on
the campus in music ac-
tivities, playing in several jazz
groups and the Phi Mu Alpha
Men of Note. Long was a
member of the Campus Lights
band in 1977 and was a music
arranger for the 1979 show.
Revival Services
Now Being Held At
Emmanuel Church
Revival services are now in
progress at the Emmanuel
Missionary Baptist Church
with the Rev. C. B. Troutman
as the evangelist.
The services are being held
at 7:30 each evening through
Saturday. May 5, aCcording to
the pastor, the Rev. James
Fortner, who otnvites the
public to attend.
• The church is located on 121




'I he Deward'..s Chapel
Pentecostal Church, located
on Highway 94 East, will have
a roadside sale on Friday and
Saturday. May 4 and 5.
Proceeds from the sale will
go toward the cost of the
central air conditioning for the
church, according to the
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A program featuring the
three candidates for Fifth
District Representative in the
May Democratic Primary will
be shown at 5 p.m, today on
MSU-TV, cable channel 11.
The FOCUS program,
moderated 4 Ruth Howard,
president of the League of
Women Voters, will feature
Freed Curd, Mary Jane Lit-
tleton and Bill Phillips in a
discussion of the issues and
the candidates' views.




meet at 7:30 p.m. Thursday,
May 3, at McBrayer




Be Held May 12
The Four Rivers Council of
the Boy Scouts of America will
hold an auction at 10 a.m.
Saturtlay, May 12, at "Camp
Roy C. Manchester," off U.S.
68 between Fairdealing and
Aurora on Kentucky Lake.
Money from. this sale will go
to buying camping equipment
and facilites. '
Items to be auctioned in-
clude canoes, rowboats,
sailboats, file cabinets, sinks,
ovens, stoves, electrical
supplies, cooking equipment,
building supplies and hard-
ware supplies.
Pete T. Gunn Jr. of Morgan,
Trevathan and Gunn of
Benton will be the auctioneer.
Gunn stated that he will not
charge a commission since
money is. badly needed for
equipment.
Anyone wishing to -donate
items is asked to bring them
on the 'day of the sale Or
contact the auctioneer's sales




LOUISVILLE, Ky. AN -
The Belle of Louisville
taking today's (;real
'Steamboat Race on the Oth,
River lightly, but Cant
Charles J. Larkin says th,
intent is dead serious.
The Kentucky Derby city 's
188-foot sternwheeler will
weigh about 90 tons less than
last year when it cnossed the
finish line behind its larger
_arch rival, Cincinnati's Delt.i
Queen.
About 60 tons of the di:
ference' will be in smaller
loads 44 _fuel and wafer, ari4
the number of passengers has
been- pared from 600-plus ie
200 for the rest.
The Belle has not won the




Prices of stock of loisi inter,t
noon, EDT, today, furrushed to 0-0.
Ledger & Times by First of Michu.:c
Corp , of Murray. are as follows
Industrial Average • 00.
Air Products 
American Motors.
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HUBBARD HEADQUARTERS, at the corner of Maple
and 5th Street on the Court Square, was bustling with
workers and visitors recently during its official
opening The headquarters will be open from 12:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday according to
local campaign coordinator David Graham.
All interested Murray State,
Murray High and Calloway
County. High students are
invted to attend. Plans will be
made for a county-wide
canvas which will take place
on Saturday, May 5. Youtits
will meet at the headquarters
at 8 a.m. for coffee and donuts
and will then canvas the city.
Following a lunch break at the
headquarters, the canvas will
move to the county.
+ + +
McBrayer Headquarters
are being kept open from 11
a.m. to 4 P.m. Monday through
Friday. Regular campaign
meetings are scheduled each
Monday at 7:30 p.m. -at the
headquarters. Additional
information may be obtained
by calling Chris Graham at
headquarters, 753-0163 or753-
0165 or Douglas G. Tucker at
489-2205 between 4 and 6 p.m.
+++
FRANKFOHTTKY. (AP) —
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall says
her pre-primary financial
report shows that she will not
be obligated to special inter
est
groups if elected governor.
Mrs. Stovall, a candidate for
the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination, listed total
receipts of $131,143 for the
period from Nov. 11, 1977, to
April 23, 1979. Of that amount,
about $67,000 was from con-
tributions over $100; $32.000
from contributions less than
$100; and $31,000 from fund-
raising events.
"This report demonstrates
clearly what I have been
saying right along, and that is
that I am a candidate of the
people of Kentucky, not a
canctidate for special interest
groups," she said in a
statement released Tuesday.
Mrs. Stovall said con-
tributions from persons who
stand to gain from special
favors "is the sort of thing that
gets elected officials in
trouble. •
"In their anxiety to get
ejected, they become-involved
in obligations which they have
to pay back later. The result is
often violation of the public
trust.-" -
Hardin Days Celebration
To Be Friday, Saturday
The special Hardin Days
celebration will be held
Friday and Saturday, May 4
and 5„ according to John
Hicks, spokesman for the
celebration event.
A parade is set for 10 a.m.
Saturday with Wilson Inman
as the Parade Grand Marshal.
'Other Saturday activities will
include a country' ham break-
fast at the Country Cross
Roads Restaurant from 5 a.m.
to 8:30 a.m., and a flea market
in the Baptist Church Parking
Lot with no charge being
made for the flea market
space.
Concluding the activities
will be the Horse Show at 7:30
p.m. Saturday at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center, Qollege
Farm Road, Murray State
University. This will be
sponsored by the Hardin
Optinti.st Club.
The Hardin Days event will
open Friday, May 4, at 6 p.m.
with a country' music show in
the parking lot of Henderson's
Four Way Fteeze at the in-
tersection of Highways 80 and
641.
Coldwater Church Plans
Gospel Meet On Weekend
Speaker at the gospel
meeting at the Coldwater
('hurch of Christ on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. May 4,
5, and 6, will be Rod Tate of
Kosciusko, Miss. The services
will be at 7:30 p.m. on Friday
Rod Tate
-Speaker
and Saturday, and on Sunday'
at 11 a.m. He will also teach a
special class at 10 a.m. on
Sunday
Mr. Tate has - been
preaching since 1965 serving
in Saltillo, Kosciusko, and
Cleveland, Miss. He has-been
a staff writer for The World
Evangelist and presently
serves on the board of





For- four years he served as
assistant to the president of
the International Bible
College, Florence, Ala., and is
now serving as president of
the newly' formed Magnolia
Bible College at Kosciusko,
-Miss. '
A nursery will be open for
each of the services, and the
public is invited to attend, a .1
church spokesman said.
Grad Meeting To
Be Held May 8
All candidates for degrees
who will be participating in -
the Saturday, May 12, com-
mencement exercises at
Murray State University are
urged to attend a meeting -
from 12:30 to 1 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium on Tuesday, May
8.
Di. Richard Butwell, vice-
president for academic
programs, said arrangements
and procedures for the
graduation ceremony will be
explained during the meeting.
Ifyou're interested in becoming an Army officer,
apply early for a college scholarship.
Each year, Army ROTC awards hundreds
f four-year, full tuition scholarships. Few schol-
;irships can offer you-as much as this one does.
• It pays for full tuition, books, lab fees, and
t)ther related educational expenses. It pays you
living allowance of up to $1,000 each year the
.cholarship is in effect. When you add the pay
rarned at the Advanced Camp after junior year,
this four-year scholarship can be worth thou-
ands Of dollars.
The period for requesting application forms
tor four-yeaz.Artny ROTC scholarships is 
April 1
t hrough Noliember 15.
But if you're a high school junior and return
your completed application forms before
,kugust 15, you'll have two opportunities to be
,•onsidered. That's because we have an early
,cholarshiP selection pr()grarn award
ing several
hundred scholarships in October. With the
,-eniaining scholarships to be awarded.next April.
Your military obligation as a scholvship
.,Tipient is four years active duty.
David G. Derrick, a Murray State University Oc-
cupational Health & Safety major from Ashland,
Ky., was awarded a 3-year- ROTC scholarship.
CPT Ellis Pennington, Murray State Military
Science Department made the presentation.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Contact your High School Counselor or:
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For the second consecutive
year, the Symsonia High
School chapter of the Future
Farmers of America took top
honors Friday in the 26th
annual Agriculture Field Day
at Murray State University.
Competing against 38 other
chapters in 23 team and in-
dividual events that attracted
a record 1,279 students to jhe
university's 356-acre farm and
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center, the•
Graves Countians compiled
3,890 points to capture the
coveted and prestigious all-
events trophy
Kenneth Oliver and Ronnie
Galloway are the chapter
advisors and vocational
agriculture teachers at the
FFA FIELD DAY WINNER— Carol Watkins, a member of
the Calloway County 'High School chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, accepts the first-place trophy after
winning the individual judging competition in the nursery
category last week at the annual FFA Field Day at Murray
State University. Making the presentation is Kent Jackson,
a graduate student in agriculture from Carlisle County.
Carol scored 221 points to win the event, 12 points more
than her teammate, Stephanie Wyatt, who was second
with 209 points.
school.
The Calloway County High
School chapter was next with
3,711 points, and the Trigg
County High School, chapter
was third with 3,599 points.
The Farmington High School
chapter was fourth with 3,547
points, and the Hickman
County High chapter was fifth
with 3,520.
The advisors of the
Calloway County chapter are
Larry Gilbert, Jamie Potts
and Eugene Chaney. Working
with the Trigg County chapter
are James Ladd, Gregory
Hester and Daniel- Hale.
Kenneth Galloway is the
Farmington chapter's ad-
visor, while Wayne Hurd and
Earl Min are the Hickman
t'ountywhapter's advisors.
Winners in the team and
individual events included:
General Livestock Judging:
(Individual) - Dave Watson,
311 points, first, Calloway
County; Jamie May, 304
points, second, Symsonia;
Bruce Kimbell, 295 points,
third, Hickman County; David
Hen-on, 285 points, fourth,
Lyon County; and Frankie
Hopkins, 283 points, fifth,
Fulton County. (Team)
Calloway County, 835 points;
Christian County, 821; Hick-
man County, 812; Metropolis,
Ill., 786; and Fulton County,
785.
TOP UVESTOCk JUDGES — This team from Calloway County High School capturedboth the individual and team trophies last week in the general livestock judging com-petition at the annual Future Farmers of America Field Day at Murray State University.From the left, they are, Jimmy Hale, Ricky Cunningham and Dave Watson, who, withJ11...points, also won the individual trophy in the event. Making the presentation is JeffArmstrong right, a member of the Murray State Agriculture Club, which sponsors the• annual event.
FFA DAIRY JUDGING WINNERS — Richard Smotherman, left, took the individual
honors and teamed with Mike Rogers, center, and Kenny Erwin to take the first-place
trophy in the dairy judging competition last week at the annual Future Farmers of
America Field Day at Murray State University. All are from the Calloway County chap-
ter, which finished sec(md to the Symsonia chapter in the all-events competitiop with
3,711 points.
111. • 1.4.  7•IN
TQP_TOBACCO JUDGING TEAM — Dr. James Thompson, right, chairman of the °Department of Agriculture at Murray-State University, congratulatesihis team from fheCalloway County High School chapter after it had captured nisi place in the dark firedtobacco gradit.„..ssompetition last week in' the annual Future Farmers of America Field
Day at Murray State University. From the left, shown are: Nancy Murdock, the chaptersweetheart, Tim Feltner, Tripp Furchess and Jimmy Johnson. The team scored 744





Beyer, ',owes, 283; Dale Sims.
Sedalia, 260; Bobbie Adams,
South Marshall Junior High,
259; and Ronnie Hooks, Lyon
County, 256. (Team) Calloway.
County, 752; Lyon County,
728; Reidland and Symsonia




347 points, Caldwell County;
Mark Downing, 340, Sym-
sonia; Greg Rogers, 336, Hick-
man County; and Robin
Dearing, 335, Caldwell
County. (Team Caldwell
County, 983; Lyon County,
975; Symsonia, 941; Hickman
County, 930; and Trigg
County, 883.




County; Todd Merrick, 308,
and Chris MathLs, 300, both of
Symsonia. r Team ) Symsonia,
952; Calloway, 824; Far-
osuington, 768; and Ballard
Memorial, 756.
Dark Fired Tobacco
Grading — Individual ) Chuck
Bugg, 256 points, Wingo;
Jimmy Johnson, Tripp
Furchess and Tim Feltner, all
of Calloway with 248 points;
Jeff Jones, Lowes, and Norris
Tyler, Trigg, each with 240
points; and Gary Clark,
Wingo, and Jennifer Riley,
Farmington, each with 224
points. (Team) Calloway, 744
points; Wingo, 616; Far-
mington, 600 ; and Lowes, 552.
Air Cured Tobacco Grading
— Individual) Stephanie
Halsell, 304, Farmington;
Terry Davis, 256, Caldwell
County; Gary Clark, Wingo,
Joe Wagter, Farmington, and
Dan P'Pool, Caldwell County,
each with 240 points; and
Larry Dowdy, 232, ',owes.
(Team Farmington, 760;
Caldwell County, 6101-iV1ngo.
600; and Lowes, 576.
Floriculture — (Individual
Teresa Anderson, 223 points,
Fulton County; Vann Ellison,
221, Paducah Tilghman,
Carolyn Ninuno, 206, Marshall
County; and Tonya Myers.
204, Fulton County.
Nursery — ( Individual
Carol Watkins, 221 points,
Calloway "County; Stephanie
Wyatt, 209, C,atloway; PtetY'
Cooper, 202, Paducah Ti_lgh-
man; and Tommy Ham, 178,
I Continued On Page 3-lit
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It's easy to get two free wristbands from Sunrise
Coffee. Just send us an inner seal from any size jar. (Our
35 coupon makes it even easier.) Then we'll send you two
wristbands in brown; yellow and orange Sunrise stripes.
Think that's a good break? Wait till you taste
our coffee. Because..Sunrise' instant coffee mellowed with
chicory is better natured, not bitter.
Treat yourself to the taste of Sunrise. And we'll
treat you to the wristbands.
SUNRISE WRISTBANDS
do Capital Sports, Inc.
-P.O. Box 822
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11736
-Please send me two wristbands in Sunrise stripes.
Enclosed is a Sunrise' instant coffee mellowed







Otter good ordy tn CT S.A and is vord where prohtbrted.
taxed or restocted by law Allow trii to eght weeks for
defiveFy Subrrussron Of any porton of the -package
other than endicated w41 not be honored Address
rorrespondence ter SCIMISE Caprtal Sports. h.,




THL CL.,(NYi De redeeinca etnly
toitOws amohot '.or  Meet ph, Si tor handltog prossitst,
,otgloo 1 ref...yea tr, us/omo. 01 ourchaSe Ut listed —
rTserthandiSe PYisSI ot duo-haus It suticient stork ot oser
chand,Se to cover coOpoos suOmitted must be shown oh
request tt i.omols May void at 00000"S Submitted to,
redemption freaeroptor,s .-at honored through broke, or
°ter cutsde age, es .00010015 are runowsrevaore ana
use , drorgyted lased. •eunctea 0 Kense 0, require,
CdStOms., i'roSt Oatr any S.., rar Cash redernohott
Dor 1500. Prr, .1'.. •• , •
ONLY ONE COUPON kW BE REDEEMED PER UNIT OF
NESTLE SUNRISE' PURCHASED ANY 03061 USE COP&
STITUTES FRAUD EXPIRES OCTOBER 31, 1979
Now...a fresh new taste from Mina Twist' and 15 too!
.sour tuna sandwiches can have a gardenful
of fresh taste! With New Garden, Vegetable Tuna
Twist you get onions, celery, chives, carrots, pars:
ley,Ilawral vegetable protein, delicious seasonings
and more! Just add -tuna and mayonnaise and you'll-
turn four ordinary sandwiches into six better-tasting
ones. Try them all: New Garden Vegetable. Onion,
Cheese or Italian. Try them now and save 15L too!
tuna twist
Sandwich & Salad Mix
DEALER P 4,, /,,
1 15c
1014f- . 
DICkMIER 31 19/9 
• OFFER ENDS
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CHINESE ART WORKSHOP — Dr. William Lew of the Murray State University art department recently conducteda workshop for 25 art students from the Murray City School's Project Independence program. Dr. Lew is shownabove with some of the students. Slides were used to show historical Chinese art, and Chinese art objects werestudied. Students were taught the relationship of Chinese characters with the art and then were given the op-portunity to draw characters.
MSU Receives Grant Refunding
. Murray State University
has been awarded federal
:refunding of $35,000 — a 16
!percent increase from the
:funding level of 1978-79 — for
the second year of a program
designed to improve the
preparation of teachers• and
support personiel to meet the
needs of handicapped
students.
Known as the Pre-Service or
Dean's Grant and funded
through the U. S. Bureau of
Education for the Han-
dicapped, the grant for 1979-80
will be used to expand and
enhance first year activities,
With particular emphasis on
curricular revision
The program to restructure
• the teacher preparation
program, which is coor-
dinated by the Center for
Innovation and Development
(CID) at Murray State, has as
its goals the development of
the following:
— Understanding of The
Education for All Han-
dicapped Children Act of 1975
and its impact on 'educational
roles and functions.
— Understanding of how a
handicap affects learning.





— Understanding of and
ability to respond to the
emotional needs of han-
dicapped children.




Dr. Doris Helge,• CID
director, said the project
funded by the Dean's Grant is
in response to the growing
demand for support to prepare
teachers at the elementary
and secondary levels to ac-
commodate handicapped
students in the regular
classroom.
She added that it has direct
and indirect impact on three




faculty — in ways that will
significantly affect their skill
levels, attitudes, and concepts
related to education of ex-
ceptional students.
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, slean
of the College of Human
Development and Learning at
Murray State, has organized
an interdisciplinary Com-
mittee of Sixteen to recom-
mend curricular revisions to
him. The committee is
composed of faculty members





Serving as chairman of the
Committee of Sixteen is Dr.
William 0. Price, a professor
in the Department of









an opportunity to work with
handicapped and non-
handicapped children in en-
vironments which are ap-
propriate for learning. The
programs are:
Mini-University, in which
public school students take a
variety of short-term courses
taught by university faculty,
students and interested
community members in a
campus environment.
Special Recreational Skills
Program, in which public
school students are taught
recreational and occupational











BUY SEASONAL FOODS IN QUANTITY AND SAVE MORE!
GENERAL ELECTRIC















II A 10' freezer - ideal for
ice cream
• 2.full-size ice cube trays.
• 115 V. 60-cycle operation
29995
emp inuAtess
13 Cu. Ft. Upright
FREEZER
320
131 ci, f1 -17.3c,i 4 freezing
sheives space sa,np, .efficient






15 Cu. Ft. Chest
FREEZER
s318
Thin-wall foam insulation Basket
and interior tight signal light door
fOc" sit
PRKES GOOD AT ALL OTASCO STORES AND "ANTICIPATING DEALERS
Bel Air Shopping Center - 753-8391
fr.,*
•: ,1.3i ft freezer Section 4 shelvr,,,
,-;• crispers Door shellies with butler
-iieper. egg rack Aptomat itrif4-,st
cig in refrigerator sect
EZSI
. p
foc.--clyFotKsiogeitit TuuShihe Up 4:-7ye
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A Turtle Wax liquid
polish for cars
12 oz 3, '
SALEPRICE1
44
B Turtle Wax paste




Star Brite liquid con-
centrate car wash ---








Shines Lace the Sun
Car Wax deep cleans
and buffs In 16 oz
liquid or 14 oz paste
SALE 119
PRICE

















Friendly Folks— Bel Air Shopping Center 7534391Friendly Service Prices Good Through Saturday
At All OTASCO Stores and PARTICIPATING DEALERS
Sale Price
Zaino 33 Reel. Stainless steel 1088
housing with line si 2os
ZERCO RODS AA 88
YOUR CHOICE Oaf
Ceramic tip, chrome graduated•guides
151.104 8, n,2fi 7 61 •
SE OTASCO CREDIT!





940XL Spinning Reel 21 47
Sale Price
2'7
Zebco 202 Reel. Acilust-
Joie drag with line
5.96





Zebco Spinning Combo .11396Spinning rod 44440 with 80L
spinning reel r •,
Sale P002 -. • Sale PriceZiabco Ultra - Light Combo.
Ultra-light 113 Reel and Eiod 
811 Zebco Travel Pak. Zebco 6001777I. Reel and 6-ft Rod8.1180-1 
(43-3.46•• 
•
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Girl Scout Olympics
To Be Held Saturday
More than 900 Girl Scouts
from ten Western Kentucky
Counties, members of the
Bear Creek Service Area of
Kentuckiana Girl Scout
Council, will be participating
in the annual Olympics
scheduled for May 5, 1979 at
Stuart Nelson Park in
Paducah. Activities will begin
at 9:15 a.m. with a parade and
lighting of the torch, patterned
after the International
Olympics.
Seven events are scheduled,
including 50-yard dash, relay
race, standing broad jump,
sack race, 3-legged race,
softball throw and crab walk.
The crab walk will be held at
12:00 and girls will be at-
tempting to break the Ken-
tucky record for number of
participants.
Girls will compete at their
FFA. • •
Marshall County. (Team)
Calloway, 230 points; Fulton
County, 345; Paducah Tilgh-
man, 341; and Farmington,
322.
Horticulture team — Fulton
County, 772; Paducah Tilgh-
man, 742; Marshall County,
722; and Lowes, 594.
Seed Identification and Tag
Judging — Kenneth Wyman,
380 points, Lowes; John
Wallace, 341, Ballard
Memorial; Terry Hoffer, 336,
Reidland; Steve Clifton, 335,
Symsonia; and Richard
Herron, 318, Lyon County.
Weed Plant Identification —
Roby Pace, 320 points, Ballard
Memorial; Gaylor Wilkins,
Farmington, and Craig
Bedlam, Lowes, each with
310; Mary Herane, Fulton
County, and Jay Simon,
Heath, each with 300; and
Robin Craven, 290, Caldwell
County.
Auctioneering — Jeff Ellis,
392, Livingston County; Todd
White, 378, Lyon County; Jeff
Skaggs, 372, Wingo; Joey
Riley, 340, Farmington; and
Greg Wilkerson, 332, Lowes.
Horsemanship — Jeff
Byassee, 398 points, Hickman;
LEGAL NOTICE
The herein below list




own level in scouting, with
first, second and third place
ribbons awarded to individual
winners at each leve. In ad-
dition, a first place trophy will
be awarded to the troop in
each level which has the
highest point average, based
on number of participants.
Also, a participation ribbon
will be given to each troop
having 100 percent par-
ticipation.
An Olympic patch may be
obtained by each participant.
Jo Krin Pendergraft, Bear
Creek Service Team member
and coordinator of the
Olympics, emphasizing the
excellent participation she is
receiving from both parents
and community organizations,
stated that more than 160
parents will be assisting in
carrying out the Olympic
program.
(Continued From Page I-13)
Stephanie Cates, 388, Lone
Oak; Benita Darnell, 383,
Fulton County; Casaundra
Long, 375, Symsonia; and Earl
Davis, 362, Heath.
Tractor Troubre Shooting —
Delman Anderson, 375 points,
Trigg County; Jim Wilmurth,
352, Hickman County; Dale
Mabry, 319, Lowes; Tim Bean,
310, Calloway County; and
Larry Byassee, 309, Carlisle
County.
,Tractor Driving — Eric
Mitchell, 314, Trigg County;
Todd Hickman, 204, Hickman
County; Steve Enoch,
Calloway, Craig Roberts,
Caldwell, and 'Jeff Adkins,
.Bremen, each with 300 points;
Joey Riley, 190, Farmington;
and Dwight Travis, 187,
Metropolis.
Bull Riding — Bennie
Stubblefield, Calloway
County, first; Jason Clift,
Caldwell County, second; and
Gus Kanipe, Union County,
third.
Goat Tying — Gorper Allan,
Hickman County, 13.9
seconds, first; Eddi Walker,
South Hopkins, 16.1 seconds,





constitutes a list of individuals,
Murray taxes. The amount set
taxes which includes penalties,






public demand and increasing
private support and par-
ticipation indicate that citizen
interest and involvement with
The Arts is strong and
growing; and
WHEREAS, there is
growing evidence that city
livability has become a key
determinant of corporate and
industrial location and
retention efforts; is a key
determinant of residential
economic vitality of the city;
and
WHEREAS, the City of
Murray recognizes The Arts
as an essential element in
providing the opportunity to
develop a quality urban en-
vironment ;- and
• WHEREAS, the U.S.
Conference of Mayors, and
National public Radio have
declared May to be a month of
focus on the importance of the
Arts in America;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
RESOLVED that the City of
Murray does proclaim the
Month of May to be Arts
Month, and hereby, does
encourage discussion,
development and refinement
of Arts activities which are
made available 'to the




forms of Arts and all Arts
Organizations within the city.





The Kentucky Fair &
Exposition Center has an-
nounced deadlines for various
exhibitors to enter the 1979
Kentucky State Fair, which
runs Aug. 9 thitugh Aug. 18.
The entry deadlines are, for
Arts & Crafts, July 9; 4-H,
July 10; Agriculture, Poultry
and Pigeons, July 22; Plants &
Flowers, July 13; Livestock,
July 16, and FFA, July 25.
Applications are also being
accepted for the 1979 Ken-
tucky State Fair Parade, Aug.
9, which will feature com-




firms and corporations, which have
opposite the taxpayers name is the
interest and publication cost. If not





Name, Bill No., Prop. Location, Map No. 
Amount Due April 15, 11/711
Adams, John B.-42-1639 Miller, M2-4-2 . 
80.04
Allen, Kertrietti415-506 Pine, 9-5-19 . 
18.41
Bannon, Henry C.-270-College Hgts, 3-11-9 
179.44
Barger, Zelma, J.-276-Five Points, M1-16-7 
103.15
Beaugard, Georgia-348-Spruce St.
Berry, Joseph-388-Off Main, 6-5-3IA 
Betts, Marie Brandon-399-Broad St., M8-12
-15...
Blakely, George-449, Cherry & Walnut, 9-1
9-10.
Blanton, Virginia-I.uke-469-Spruce St., 9-30-1
5 ..
Bukler, Lloyd-757-Plainview, 42A-2-29 
Coats, Terra c-o Havana Rutledge-1079-
1st. St., M9-27-4
Crider, Rowland L.-1316-212 N. 2nd St., 
M9-15-14 
('unninghatn, Thebdore R.-1378-302 Cherry, 
M9-25-7 
Daugherty, William D.-1422-So. Ilth, M8-5-55
Daugherty, William D.-1423-Wadesboro Rd..
 50-45
Drake, Werter Lewis III-1573-CreSt
mere, 42E-2-17 
Evans. Ann T.-1774-1702 Farnier Av., M2-I
-11
Fair, Hollis I Paul Phillips)
-1812-607 Sycamore, 8-13-8 
Fair, Hollis ( P. Phillips -1813-Sycamore 
8-13-8A
Foster, Willie Lee-1998-411 N. 2nd, 9-24-2
Gammons, L. D.-2105, 9-30-1A 
Harding, Bert-2479-N. 2nd St., 9-31-16A
Harrell, Margaret-2512-505 Broad, 7-20-
27





















Horriblickle, William, Jr.-Sr.-2833, 9-20-1... 
29.97
Horning, Bobby C.-2834-Plainview, 42B-9-9 
 357.59
HubbarZ, Lot:Ise-2904-1st St., 9-27-3 - 
917
Hughes, Glenda G.-2922-Plainview, 42A-2-22 
184.82
King, J. P.-3409-406 N. 5th, 9-9-20 . .
King, Jerry D.-3410-209 E. Pine, 9-30-2
Koch, Robert D.-3450-Horton Sub., 41-201
Landoll., Gene (William Hornbuckle)-3532-Spruce St.,
 9-15-4
I Aberty Supermarket c-o ('ecil Powell-3659, 8-3-1
 ,
Martin, Tony-3833-Catalina Dr., 42A-2-2 -
Mathis, Wayne-3862, 8-2-6 
McCuiston, Porter-3967, 9-15-7 
McGeehee, Desiree-4006, 9-29-1 
perry, Willie-4900-Bishop E. View, 9-24-4 .
Perry, Willie Earl-4903, 9-29-8
Poe, Joseph D., Jr.-4967-Ash St.. 9-26-5A 
Ramsey, Richard A.-5072-Roberts Ind., 10-31-16 .
Reeves, Essie-5153-302 N. 17th, 1-15-27
Shultz, James D.-5729-Nanney Sub., 5-17-18
Skinner, Aberline-5784-120 Spruce, 9-30-18
Skinner, John W.-5787-Pleasant Hill, 10-26-14.
Smith, Bonnie-5807-Poplar St., 7-16-13 
Stalls, Buel c-o . P. Witherspoon-5973-409
 N. 6th, 9-2-4 .
Stockwell, Ralph-6053, 41-52
Sykes, Max ( Walter Jones )-61724ateshorough,
 42M-10-3
Walls, Harold-6661,S. 2nd, 10-25-10 
._ 
Walls, Harold-6662-401 S. 2nd, 10-25-11
- Walls, James-6664-N. Cheery, 9-23-
13
Whitlow, Betty June-6866-Canterbury, 42P-5-12
Woffard. Louise-7074-Pleasant Hill Ad.






































Prices Good Thru 5-5-79
I
Look for Fluorigard Dental Rinse 16 oi I
' Si 20




Ultra Brite Toothpaste 6 oz Per
displays for 
Palmolive Rapid Shave  11.L. 88`
Cashmere Bouquet
SUPER SAVINGS Body powder














































Su E m\MR \MIt.
BANDAGES
• 30 colorful Superman
Curad Bandages
per box


























NEW! AFTER SUN WITH ALOE
$136
8 Oz.























No nonsense Knee Highs
Either Sandalfoot or
Reinforced Toe
One Size for All
No 
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l' AGE
—WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES—
Prices Good May 2 through May 8
NESTEA INSTANT
TEA WITH $10.00 OR MORE
ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING DAIRY & TOBACCO
HORMEL
SPAM 12 OZ. $1 19
JOY LIQUID







  10 02.$379-





































PORK & BEANS !;s:
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MIXED SLICES QUARTER SLICED
SMOKED HAM






BEEF POT ROAST LB. $1 79
GENUINE





ROUND STEAK LB. $ 1 99
CUBE





BOLOGNA  LB. 49













LB •6 fRIEis. 
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Add Charm and Beauty
to Your Table
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'Firing Line' To Be On
WKMS Beginning Saturday
Broadcasts of the WilliamF. Bucidey, Jr., radio series
:antitled "Firing Line" will be
:carried by WKMS-FM radio at
'Murray State University at




;discusses a variety of political
,subjects on the program,






His focus on May 5 will be on
events in the Middle East.
Buckley's guests will be John
Bierman, reporter for the
BBC and the Boston Globe,
Jay Bushinsky of the Chicago
Sun Times, and Richard C.
Gross of United Press
International.
Recorded in Tel Aviv,
Israel, the program will in-
clude explorations of U.S. and
Soviet involvement in the
Middle East, the new Egyp-
tian-Israeli peace treaty,
American prestige in the Arab
world, and the prominence of
graft in the Middle East.
WK MS operates as a
cultural service of Murray
State University and broad-
casts at 91.3 on the FM dial.
La Salle discovered the
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36 Three-toed 45 Silk 4,Ciral
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-et TOWLL LOVE THE RESULTS
 IMIT ADS BRING
WINS STATE - Tommy Boggess, left, won the State Appliance Repair Contest at the
State VICA Skills Olympics held at the Somerset State Vocational Center on April 26-
27. He competed with secondary and post-secondary students throughout the state.
The contest involved analyzing refrigeration compressors, motor capacitors; and
analyzing washing machine electrical systems. He was accompanied by jack Ward,
right, appliance repair instructor at the Murray Vocational Center, and James Lawson,
Vocational Center Coordinator. Tommy is A senior at Calloway County High, president
of the morning session of the VICA (Vocational Industrial Clubs of America).
Eagle Management Team Says
First Year Has Been A Success
GOLDEN POND - .The
Kentucky-Tennessee Eagle
Management Team met' last
week at Brandon Spring
Group Camp in TVA's •Land
Between. The Lakes I.B1.).
Approximately 25 persons
representing nine State and
Federal agencies attended to
discuss the success of the
team's first year.
The team was formed to
establish a line of com-
n i ca t i on s , discuss





critical habitat, develop a
comprehensive educational
program, and to cooperate in
the protection of the species in
the western Kentucky:-
northwesternIennessee area.
Much of the discussion
centered around the results
from last winter's three
coordinated eagle surveys.
According to John Mechler,
Supervisor of Fisheries and
Wildlife Management at LBI.,
slightly more than 300 eagles
were reported wintering in
Kentucky and Tennessee.
Wendell F....Crews, Manager of
Reelfoot National Wildlife
Refuge, said this was a nor-
mal population of this area.
The meeting was attended
by representatives from U.S.-
Corp of Engineers, Kentucky _
Nature Preserves Com-
mission, Kentucky Depart-
ment of, Fish and Wildlife
Resources, U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. M urray State.
University, Kentucky
Department of Parks, Ten--
nessee Department of -Con-
servation, Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency, and the
Tennessee Valley Authority._
The team focused their
efforts on western Kentuck‘
and Tennessee this year Four
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publicly owned areas provide
habitat and protection for
most of these birds. These





and TVA's land Between The
lakes.
According to Mechler, the
Eagle Management 'Team is
going to continue its efforts
next year. "This -will include
coordinated surveys and
obtaining . information and
data as we can about the
eagles flight corridors, food





BETHLEHEM, PA. - Dr.
Jerry P. King, a Lehigh
University professor of
mathematics, has been ap-
pointed to a two-year term as
associate dean of Lehigh's
(*allege of Arts and Science.
He will also retain the title of
professor of mathematics.
The 'announcement of the
appointment, which is ef-
fective in August of this year
was made .by Lehigh
University Provost and Vice
.President Dr. A. C. Zet-
tlemoyer.
Dr. King, a specialist in the
fields of complex analysis and
summability theory, has been
a member of •Ibe Lehigh
t. NOTICE

















GOD 15 LOVE I John 4 8 -
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His-
rightousness. and all these
things shall be added unto
you.- Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast










Hum. Rts. Com. 753-0849
Humane Soc. 759-4141







Sheriff ..... .. 753-3151
State Pol. 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip













on and the Business
Office may be
reached On 7 5 3-
)9/6 and 7 53-19/ 7
THE CALLOWAY County
Dry League and Citizens for
Drug Control, will meet
Monday. May 7th, at 7 pm in
the Woodman Hall All
members and interested
persons are urged to attend.
WHAT WE do best is careUniversity faculty _since noir,
In 1976, he received Lehigh's
Dr. Jerry P. King
Donald B. and Dorothy L.
Stabler Foundation Award for
•'a 
demonstrated mastery of
his field and superior ability in
communicating . that
knawledge to others."
A native of Dyersburg,
Tenn., and former resident of
Murray, Dr. King earned the
n.s E.E., • M.S. and Ph.D.
legreeS at the University of
Kentucky, iiind served on the
faculty of Case-Western
ReSerVe University prior to
corning to Lehigh.
lourafas in the fields.. of
published in 'professional--
tas rritings ..hpvt been
manthematics and physics. De.Kig
belongs. to a number of
American mathematical
societies and is a mernber of




Would the person who struck
the lii-Weityleo
Nursing Home parking lot on
April 35th between 1 20 and















S. LOST & FOUND
LOST SEVEN year old male
Beagle in Wiswell area, no
collar. Phone 153 5739.
LOST: AUSTRAILAN
Shepherd, 2 year old, white,
gray and black. Lost On S 121
'Reward! Call 753 2287
LOST: ONE large txhi- of
maternity clothes.. Call 435
4178.
LOST - SIBERIAN Flusfoi.
white with blue eyes, red
collar. If found call 753 1646




machine"opfillli tors. Apply in
person, Call-oway
Ata,nutasIvrinftr__ COIT,IPOTY, .111 Poplar St . Murray. ley
Auto body repair man
wanted. Experience
necessary. Apply in per
son Bowker and Farley




TERS needed Call 753 9382
Or 753 04417 after 5 pm.
JOBS AVAILABLE Age 17
25 to learn electronics, over
$121 per week Excellent
tral'ning schools, room,
taoard, medical I will hire
three in May, high School
grads or Seniors only Cali
Navy (502) 753 6439
REED A
SUMMER 1087
6 week camp for
college students with 2
or more years
remaining at M.S.U.





Man for mixer operator and







starting salary Send resume
to Holton & Melugin
Insurance Agency, P 0. Box















not essential. We offer




call or write: Mr. Tom
Dullington, CIT Finan-
cial Services, 117S. 4th
St., 753-6702
An Equal Opportunity F7n-
ployer
WASH RACK man in clean
UP shop. Call 753 7108 or 753
6802. -
WANTED.-EXPERIENCED
body man Apply at Gene's
Body shop, So 41.4 Street or
call 75,) 5379
The Berm Street Depart-
nem hes opeeiegs fee taw
peter, imepIereem.
A/peacetime rem be sinuipol
tb• City Otri's 'Mee, S.
Sri And Poplar Street, Gard
Noy 10, 1979,
The Oty of Merrity is en equal
•pp•rt•oity oesploy•r,




- - - - - --- WANTED QUALITY
control foreman. Applicant
must have 3 to 5 years ex
perience in duality super








Manager, P 0 Box 3021.
Paris, TN 38242 An -equal
opportunity employer -
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
- -ba _inter estuk- in
picking up and hauling
concrete blocks or bricks for
":.someone who wants them
removed from damaged or
burned buildings. Call 753
}315.
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Caltafter S pm,
474 8838. •. •
WOULD LIKE to buy a dozen
laying hens. Call 436 2305.
WANT -TO boy, used baby
stroller. Call 153 1650 before
8 30p m
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE -
BEAUTY SHOP equipment,
Slightly used, hydrolic chair,
dryer, shampoo bowl and
Chair, shampoo sink, $500
753-0061'. _
CHAIN SAW chains, .38-
pitch for 16" bar. $10.59. 20"
bar, $ll 99. 24" bar, $14.55
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
GOOD USED. air conditioner
and black raspberry plants
753 4684..
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, 12699V 60
month 95 amp, $36 99 Wallin'
Hardware, Parts „
IS. ARTItLES FOR SALE
SKIL SAW sale model 538.
$29.99, model 514, $34.99,
model 559. 554 99, model 552,
$66 69, model 553, $72.99,
model  SS4 pa,ir 749.99 Wallin
Hardware. 
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
Big Savings on all cash
sad carry home fur-




105 N. 3rd St.
FOR SALE an early
American couch and swivel
rocker CaH 753 essi
uy, Si it trade
Used Furniture or Ap.
plionces
Hodge & Son, Inc.
59
ONE BEDROOM suite,
complete with springs and
mattress, one girls bicycle,
..one dinette suite with 8
chairs, one student desk and
One air conditioner. Call 753
2972 after S pm 
PIONEER STEREO. 153-
7145 between I 30 and 5:30. 
PORTIBLE DRYER, like
new, $50. Call 753 2906 or 759.
46601.
• TAPPAN ELECTRIC stove,
$30. window fan, and baby
bed. 489-2'200.
30" TAPPAN RANGE,
coppertone, glass iti door,
good shape, S125. Frigidare
frost free refrigerator, white,
freezer on top, $175. 753 5940. •
17. VACUUM CLEANERS •
AIRILY
elf.ANIRS
For factory authorized parts,
sales, and service call (90I
442-7619 Located at 102 W
aMli St . ourt Square,
Parts, 
19, FARM EQUIP, 
1975 FMC BOL E NS lawn and
garden tractor, 14 hp
hydrostatic With 42" deluxe
mower, tool bar with at
tachment, power lift, power
take off, $1775. Phone 753-
9204. :
6 _HP ROTOR tiller, one year
old, $200 or best offer
Electric weed eater, 1.40 or
best ofter Call 436 5601
NEW _ TOBACCO scaffold
wagons, double 'ide, 24'
10t10. 1-886-6029 in Napkin-
svItie after 6 pm
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 28", 30", your choice,
• $5.99 each Wallin Hardware,
Paris. 
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,1.12.99, 3 gallon. SI3 99;
stainless steel, 3 gallon,
1.29 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris. 
TILLER, S HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine, chain
drive, S209..99. WVIRn Har-
dware, Paris. 
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24
month guarantee, 6 volt 173
ammp, group 3 EH, $.9.99, 12
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H,
S4.4.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris - _
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
507, S39.99. Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
*Model 2201 RotoShear for
only S32.99. Wallin Hard
ware, PariS.
WHEELBARROWS, S15.88,





• & Pest control
24. MISCELLANEOUS  
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
steel, $64 99: Colors, $69.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COMMODES, WHITE,
S39.99, Colors. $4750 Wallin
Hardware, Parts,
EARTHWAY PRECISION
garden seeder complete with
six plates, $30.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
ONE KT diamond cluster
- ring, yellow gold, valued at
$1600, asking S800, 1 241 9381.
RAPID- GRO, 8 07 , $1.39. 16 *:
„._ oz , $2 19. 32 oz., 1.3 75, 5 lb.,
1.115. 10 lb. 111 85 W&Ilin
- -Ailtrdware-,-Par ts - - • --
REAL ESTATE HELP WANTED
We are in need of licensed Real Estate Brokers& Sales People, including man and wife teams, inany town or village in Ky. or Tenn. up to 100 milesfrom Paris landing. We will help you get started.Come, call or write our Home Office, J.H. AUSTIN,Southland Heal Entate, Box 233, Clarksville, Tenn.37040. Located on 41A and 79 Hwys, At Market StPhone 532-6831.
ATTENTION
Physically handicapped people in-heed of excellent
jab! With 90 day training evaluation program,
liberal- drawing art-ount; apd tiaostwn tation fur-
nished without loss of disability Social Security
benefits. THIS JOB IS FOR YOU. Leading ckipmical
company owned and operated by physically han-
dicapped people has ppenings for men and women
Must be free to travel five state area while training.
Apply in person to Joe Otts, Room 103 at King's Inn
Motel, U.S. 60 West & I 24 Paducah on Thursday



















































































LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
24. MISCELLANEOUS
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
only $1299 at Wallin Hard-
ware, Par is
STAINLESS -STEEL kitchen
sink, double compartment, 4
hale, self rimming, sae 99;
539 99, 549.99 Wallin mar
dware, Paris. 
W S T for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Com-
pany, McKenzie, TN (901)
352 5777
26. TV-RADIO
40' N TOE R,
parabolic aut for channell
17 In dash AM FM 8 track,
pushbutton radio, CB hump
mounts with speakers, SWR
meters. antennas. Cali 436
5601.
WANTED RESPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on
25" Color Iv. .1 & 8 Music,
753 7575. 
27. MOB. HoWIE SALES
FOR SALE 1972 ToronadO
12 X 50, 2 bedroom, gas heat,
some furqiture. Located Fox
Meadows, $4000. 753 6950
after 5 pm. 
FOR SALE: 2 mobile home
One is a Stardust, 68 X 12, has
3 bedrooms, 2 baths. Also a
LaSalle, 56 X 12, 2 bedrooms
and 2 baths. For more in






Court, all now rented.











derpinning, extra nice. $44500.
Call 753:8177.
10 X 55 TWO BEDROOM
used trailer, excellent
condition, $3500. Located at
lot 138 Riveria Trailer
Courts. 362 8793 or 7517443.
12X 70 ALL ELECTRIC, 2
bedroom,. 2 bath, furnished
trailer. Take over payments.
Call 753 6189 after 4 pm.
12. X 60 TWO BEDROOM,
furnished, gas heal, $3750.
Call 753 3016.
1974, 12 X" 70 TUFCO
MOBILE home, furnished, 2
bedrooms, 2 fun -baths, um-
derpinned with large porch,
57450 753 8260 Located at 215
Riveria Courts.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
TWO BEDROOM, 641 South,
SIX" 753-8681. .
,--TWO BEDROOM,: 2 Path., 
nice mobile home, $125 per
month, 575 deposit, central'
heat and air, no pets allowed.
7114808. 
21. HEATING & COOLING
WE BUY and Sell used air
conditioners 753 1551 or 753
9104
30. BUS. RENTALS
THREE .STALL shop for
rent, $206. 7534108 or 753
6802, 
32. AP4S. FOR RENT




washer and dryer hookup,




35. FARMS FOR RENT
FARM HOUSE near Ken
lake on Ledbetter Road, 150
per month. For detalts call 1
.216 214 illS3 or write C.F
Waldrop, 18800 Whitney
Road, Stringsville, OH 44136
36. RENT OR-LEASE
TRAILER LOT for' 'rent,







37: LIVE STOCK -SUPP.
BULLS FOR sale! Per
formance tested half, three
quarters, seven eighths
blood Simmental and Maine
Anjou bulls Only the very
best performance bulls
selected from over 1,000
performance tested cows are
being offered for sale
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, KY
42211 Phone days, 735 5187
37. L1VESTOCK-SUPP.
WALKING HORSE gelding.
Dapple gray, white mane
and tail, 10 years-old. Was
Shown extensively from Ito 7
years old Won state '11 H
horse show, watkrng• horse
division, 3 years straight
Has been off show circuit for
3 years Spirited, very well
trained, excellent trail horse
Unregistered. S750. Call 753
1916 from 8 till 5, and ask for











full blooded, 10 months old,
female. Best offer. 345,2696.
REGISTERED ST. Bernard
puppies, 6 weeks old. 753-
5696.
41. PUBLIC SALES
FOUR PARTY yard sale.
Friday and Saturday, 8 till ?
Washer and stove, golf clubs,
stereo, clothing, etc. On
Penny Road, 2'? miles north
of airport.
FOUR PARTY yard sale,
Friday and Saturday, 8 am
till 5 pm. 1700 Miller Avenue.,
Lots of nice items.
GARAGE ;SALE, 3 family,
1616 Kirkwood Drive. Friday
from 9 till 4, and Saturday 8
to 3.
RUMMAGE SALE by the
Immanuel Lutheran Ladies,
to be held at the Church, 15th
& Main, May 4th, 8 till 5-and
May 5th, 8 till 3.
SEVEN FAMILY yard sale
at Coldwater in the red barn
beside the Church of Christ
Thursday and Friday, 8 am
till dark Oak wood stand,
quilt tops, woodcrafts,
clothes, glassware,
depression glass, dog irons,
fireplace glass doors, bed
spread, curtains, tables,
excerciser, vibrator, milk
cans, pictures, lamps. 
SATURDAY, 7 am till 5 pm,
SUNDAY 1 to 5 pm, on north
16th at Tiny Tot Day Care.





sale. Friday and Saturday, 8
till 4, on 121 North across
from Calloway County
Fairgrounds, rain or shine.
Ping pong table, furniture,
organs, cameras, radios,
baby items, toys, nice adult
and children's clothing, and
lots of other items.
YARD, SALE! Friday 2 to 6
pm and Saturday 7 am till 12
noon. Clothing, potter*
quilts, etc. In Lynnwood
Estates off 121 So.
YARD SALE! Friday and
Saturday, May 4th and 5th,
8 - 30 till 5 pm, in Stella, next




_YARD SALE! One mile east
of Coldwater on 121. Moving,
everything must go. 23 cubic
foot chest freezer, Snapper
riding lawn mower, fur
niture, clothes, baby things, 2
Old televisions, Tru Test
tiller, fencing, metal and
treated fence posts, steel
gates, and , numerous
household items and tools.
Saturday, all day, and
Sunday afternoon. 489 2127.
YARD SALE, Thursday
from 9 till 4, 724 Nash Drive,
lots of numerous items.
YARD SALE! 8 am till 3 pm
at 207' 2 I rvan Street.
43. REAL ESTATE
ACRE LOT near Kentucky
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
759 1677. Chilton and Hance
Realty:
M111   
Pal BOYD-MAMSd"
REAL ESTATE
l'r,,tessiona I Sem ices
With The I, riendis Touch-
RECIPE FOR
HAPPINESS. See this
outstanding offer! It is
vacant, ready to
welcome you! 3 Br.,
1/2 baths, new G.E.
appliances on 2 acre




Real Estate, 106 N.
12th St.
LAWS DRUG I•PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS*HOSPITAL SUPPLIFS FOR RENT AND SALE•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS14101.LISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTSkeg Dieliviiry Oa Proscriptions hi City Limits
Auction Sale
Friday Night
May 4th 5 p.m.
Rain or Shins. Carson Gro. in Kirksey, Ky.-Going out of
business. Every thing goes.
Can goods, dry goods, stapels, school
supplies, soaps, detergents, some har-
dware, connetics, drugs, -tobacco, can-
dies, cookies, can drinks, small racks,
cash register. Thousands of dollars in
nice fresh stock. For information call
Chester's Auction Service
415-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.





tart or expand your
own automotive
cleanup business with
this 3 car cleanup shop
located minutes from
Murray. on one acre
lot. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY,
753-1222. For all the
information. Priced at
only $25,000.
INFLATION CAN help you it
you buy this income
producing property at 1101
Main Street. 3 apartments
presentlY rented with main
house to live rent.
Possible, realistic income
over $600 per month. Listed
at 549,500. The Nelson Shroat
Co., 759-1707.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period
John -C. Neubauer, Realtor,







Prof essionat Se re it es
With The Friendly Touch'
ROOM FOR THE
KIDS TO ROMP . . 4
, bedroom, By., living




Garden area and all of
this for the low, low
price of $37,900. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
HEMMED IN? The open
spaciousness of this one floor
plan makes the kitchen,
dining area, and living room
practically one large room
- 'with beamed cathedral
ceiling and indirect lighting.
The 3 bedrooms are in a quiet
separate wing...add 13/4 bath
and call now 10 see this very
clean attractive and well -
cared for home.. .753
1492.. offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
Purdom & Thurman











home with central gas
heat, fireplace in den,
and attractive corner
lot location on quiet
residential street. Lots
of home for the money.
Priced in the $50's.
PHONE KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
are members of the
Multiple Listing
Service.
42 ACRES ABOUT 2 miles
north of Coldwater, good
bottom land, only $23,500 or
will trade for 3 bedroom
home in or near Murray
Also 23 acres about 5 miles
east on . blacktop, ' good
building site, all fenced,-
sowed in permanent pasture,
small lake. Only 825,000.
Galloway Realty, 522 Main,






f 901 ,479-2966 479-5,11
South Fulton Tenn
Sault' 12th et SyZemoi•
TELEPHONE 753 1 OS
Extra income plus a
nice place to live can
be found in this duplex
at.1703 Ridgewood.
Each side has two
bedrooms, stove.
refrigerator, drapes.
Central gas heat and
electric air. $43,000.00
1571 Undell F114I,e Spsd,c.i., inc
43. REAL ESTATE
NEW LISTING 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W D conncections,
lots of storeage, walk in
closets. Low 560's.
Appointment only, 753 41}3
or (713) 526 1592 3844 LaKe




loan 753 3710 after 6 pm 
47. MOTORCYCLES
1976 HONDA-MAT IC 750,
I excellent condition, new tiresand chain. Call 767-2348. 
1973 HONDA 500, 4 cylinder.
Call 436-2400 after 4 pm. 
1972 HONDA 500,' excellent
condition, will take, $625. 498-
8397.
NTHE 96TH CONGRESS HAS DONELITTLE OF NOTHING SO FAR. THINKOF THE 9ILDONS THEY'VE SAVED
US."
43 REAL ESTATE






to help you in real
estate.
Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St.
or Call 753-3263
_
A REAL bargain. You
decorate...bring your own




on ' 2 acre m•1 and priced to
sell. Call 753 1492. offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors,




Protesielonal Serv it es
With The Fnendlv Touch
WOODED ACREAGE,
Approx. 4 beautifully








Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
NEED A carefree 2 bedroom
home? Newly remodeled,
completely carpeted, and
brand new heating system,
plus lots of extras. Located in
city school district...low
520's. Dial 753 1492.. offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors. 
Sit and gaze at scenic
country beauty from
your own swing on
your own front porch.
Two bedroom home
with one acre of land is
available just in time
for spring gardeners.
Special feature is an





NCE- - Country at-
mosphere ! Just
minutes from town is
this 3 BR brick home





Central heat and air
for year around.,
comfort! Sound in-







very nice waterfront lots
with gradual slope to the
water. Over 150 feet of
waterfrontage These are to
be sold as one The three lots
are listed at $25,000. The
Nelson Shroat Co., 759-1707.
u Imo
7 53 -12 2 2
COMMERCIAL
LAKE PROPERTY
Marina - Boat repair
property for sale on
Kentucky Lake.
Approximately 4500
sq. ft. metal building
on one acre lake front
lot. Two additional





44 LOTS FOR SALE
OR SALE, 2 wooded lots
within three miles of city
limits. Has city wafer. can
753 1380 after 6 pm.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
30 ACRES OF land, also a 6
foot Woods bustiog. 436-5818.
143 -ACRES, STATELINE
road, New Providence. $650
an acre, small house, good
water A Williams, Rt.8, Box
517 LaCoste, Mobile-, AL
36608. (2051649-3314.
40 ACRE FARM 32 acres
tendable land. Good 7 room
farm hOuse, 3 out buildings,
in good location. Call 437-
4343.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
•BY OWNER. 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
Road. 753 8405.
BY OWNER: 4 bedrooms,
2' 2 baths, living room, dining
room, kitchen, study,
laundry, large family room
with fireplace, heat pump
well insulated, 2 years old,
Gatesborough. 759-1149.
BY OWNER: Three
bedrooms. two full baths,
living room, large den with
fireplace, country kitchen,
two car garage, fenced
backyard, gas heat, central
air. Shown by appointment
only. C807594_513 after 5 pm.
BY OWNER. 8 room house,
partically furnished, new
bedroom suite, living room,
new wood stove, kitchen set,
captain's chairs on rollers,
-drapes, new washer,
--Ter1gerator-rattge71ql-taci-ve
165, 816.000 Call 492-8850.
No realtors please.
FOR SALE by owner: 3 or 4
bedroom nouse, 1,72 baths, 1
acres, 1000 gallon fuel tank.
753-6764. 
FOR SALE by owner: 3
bedroom brick, close to
college, city school district,
economical gas heat. Large
lot with trees, fenced back
yard with outside storage.
Call 753-260.4,
FOR SALE by owner: 3
bedroom brick home with 2
baths, fireplace, formal
living room and dining,
utility room, 2 car garage
House has extra lot Located
2 miles east of Murray. Call
759 1086
FRAME HOUSE, 301 So. 8th









NEW HOME, 3 bedrooms, 2_,






eliised \II Day Wed
NI(,r1r1ay-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturn:v. 7:30 til 5:00
PeICI 1481110/t St SO eelff SHAVE $1.25
For hospital 8. hosts. calls plass, cf 753.3641 1111 lhop IU u4





Floored and ready. Up to I? x 24. Also barn style, of-
fiies, cottages, mobile home od-ons, ond patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24(used Hilo Fri.x 60. Buy the brit for less.
S y.ra. til S41.1 2p.m.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
NEW 1979 250 Y2, 500
Yamaha, like neC.,, dressed.
50 cc ldeljet, new. Also a
camper for sale for long
wheel base truck. Call after 6
pm, i92 -8856.
1976 SUZUKI 500, EX
CELLENT condition, low
mileage, S800. 753-1913.
SUZUKI GT-550 with wind
jammer. $1000 or best offer.
Call 436-5601.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month
guarentee, 822.88. 36 month
guarentee, 80 amp, $26.99 60
month guarentee, 95 amp,
$36.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris,
FOUR, 15 X 8, 18 SPOKE
chrome wheels, 6 lug GM, '
like new. 345-2696.
TIRE SALE: Premium
grade, white wall, 4 ply
Polyester with Road Hazard
guarantee. A78X13, $2-1.39
and $1.72 FET; E78X14,
$25.63 and $2.20 F ET;
F78X14, $26.40 and $2.32
PET; G78X14 or 15, $28.39
and $2.54 F ET, H78X14 or 15,
$30.52 and S2.76 FET
L78X15, $32.86 and $3.06
F ET. Wallin Hardware,
fgaris.
49. USED CARS
1977, B 210 DATSUN, low
mileage, air, call 437-4622
after 6 pm.
1971. BUICK LeSABRA, good
mechanical condition, power
steering, brakes, air, cruise_
Call 436 22.89 after 5 Pm.
1974 Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, also 1972
Chevy Impala in good
condition. Call after 5,
753-9964. Must sell.
1969 CAMARO. Can be seen
at Vickers Gas Station every




Call 753-2906 or 759-4601.
1976 CUTLASS, TRIPLE
white, T-top, all equipment,
5.4500. 753-2636.
1973 FIRE131RD, VERY
clean, $2150. Will trade. 1803
College Farm Road.
1971 FORD LTD, 351,
automatic, air, 5450. 753.7918.
1975 GRAND PRIX, double
black with burgandy in-
terior, power windows, AM-
FM, low mileage, local car,
excellent shape, must sell.
$2850. Phone 753 7765 or see
at 1627 Loch Lomond Drive.
For Sale
1972 Gran Torino. Call
753-9924 after 3:30 p.m.
1970 MONTE CARLO, Call
492 8777.
1978 MONTE CARLO Lan
dau, excellent condition, air,
AM FM stereo tape, power
windows, power door locks,
cruise, tilt steering, 9,000
miles. 753-6471 anytime.
MERCURY MARQUIS
-I`TaTtan wagorr, T975 751--32413
1972 MAVERICK, WITH air.
S600 Also -a-color t v., $75,
console. Call 492-8648
1971 MUSTANG GRANDIE,
power steering, brakes, air,
automatic. Call 489-2187,
1978 MALIBU CLASSIC,
black, silver vinyl roof, AM
FM stereo, factory wheels,
still under warrenty. Call
759-1926 after 5 pm.
MUST SELL! 1976 Ford
Granada, excellent con
dition, low mileage. For
more information call 767
4687 or 767,4562.
1975 PONTIAC VENTURA,
2-door, sharp with mact
wheels, good condition
Asking $2250. Call 759 1736 or






and. air, 58,000 miles, good
condition, nice $11075 753
8124.
TRIUMPH Spitfire con
vertible, 1973 model New
top, mechanically good.
Michelin steel belted's, four
speed, excellent gas mileage
Call 753 7650 5 30 p'.m tO 8 30
p.m. or 753 1916 7 30 a.m to
noon. Ask  for Gene
SO. USED TRUCKS
1971 CHEVROLET VAN,
automatic, 6 cylinder, $900
Call 492 8487.
1970 EL CAMINO, V8,. „
automatic, power brakes,
power 'steering, air, $1275
',phone 753 8780.
1977 FORD RANGER 150
pickup, 4 wheel drive, air.
power brakes, power




1959 FORD PICKUP with
good cattle racks. Also a
farm wadon. Call 435 4545._
19/8 JEEP CIO, V8, 3 speed-,
18000 at tult1 miles, 54900 1934
Ford pickup truck 327, -
automatic, custom painted





MAN DE R, 4 wheel drive
1970 Chevrolet pickup. V8











CAMPER TOPPER for long
wheel base for sale
Insulated Call 474-2772.





trailors, 5th wheels, and
popup. Both new and used..
Complete line: parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; installed. White's
Camper Sales, located East
94 highway toward Ken
Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753
0605.
1969 15' SCOTTY CAMPING
trailer, sleeps 6, has 3 burner
stove, oven, 3 way fights,
water tank and ice box. Call
489-2728 between 2 and 4 pm.
TRAVEL TRAILER, located
in Ken-Lake trailer park,
Highway 94, 100 yards from
Ken Lake. Air conditioned,
gas electric, and phone.
Phone 474-8843.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
14' EBBIT IDE BASS boat, 50
hp Evirtrude, depth finder,




like new; 30' houseboat; 16'
fiberglass with motor. 755'-
1837.
1976 PROCRAFT 15' bass
boat, 85 hp Mercury motor,
trailer, depth finder and
trolling motor, $4,500. Like
new. Call after 5:30 pm, 753-
1400.
16' SWISS SIR ski boat with
90 hp JOhnson, red and white
fiberglass, including canvas
top, heavy duty trailer, ski is,
rope, presservers, will pull 2











roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753-
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing,. aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or 1-362.4895.
BACKHOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt




references, Vi-bra, Vac steam









chino, also seal coating Call
753 7148 or 753 9043 Located
at Murray Speedway, High
way 641 Not Murray.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios.




realistic prices. _Call for
estimates, 753 9987 after 4.30
Pm, 
CARPENTERS FRAMING




rocked and graded, all size
pea gravel, free estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4pm.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground. leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also
done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM
for free estimates. •
FOR ALL your lawn and
garden needs; breaking,
d-isking, mowing yard, call
492-8366 or (901) 247-5665.
FOR ELECTRICAL work
call Jerry Osbron, 753-9464.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753,2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.






installed per . your
specifications.. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
excellent references, call
753-1486 between 7 am and
3:30 RD.,_ask for Shelley.
HOUSEWORK WANTED.
Experienced, reliable, want
one or two days a week, $22

















and gas installation, will do




repaired at low, low prices.
Economy Repair Shop,






Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6
pm. -
MITCHELL BLACKTOP,
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, else pat
chino and seal coating. 753
1537.
NEW LAWNMOWER Shen
located at Murray Sport
Marine Center, 718 5 4th
Street, Murray. Call 753-7400.
Fast service.
PAINTING OF all kinds,
home or commercial. No job




ROOFING, NEW houses. Re
roof,- built-up roof, and
trailer roof coating. call 753
3310.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co , Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442-7026.
.WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air cqnditioning, repairs





WILL STAY with elderly
lady, $300 per month. Phone
527-9073. 
WILL PLOW and disk




attics and walls. For free
estimatet call 753-1505 or 753-
8277.
IT'S CLEAN-UP time. Junk
cars cluttering your yard and
fields? Free pickup service.
474-8854 or 527-1315.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
estimates.
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care, by the job or contract
for the entire season. Call
436 5570 after 5 pm. Free
estimates.
WILL BREAK and order
garden. Phone 753-1686.
WILL CLEAN houses and do
yardwork. Call 492-8857.
57. WANTED
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, 84.50 for $1.00
face. Kennedy-halves 1965-69,
75 cents Call Cooley in Paris,
(9011-642-5118. •
WANTED_.PERSONS in
terested in forming country
rock band. 759-1799.
WANTED! GARDEN plat in
Murray to tend in exchange
for sharing vegetables. Call
753-6147.




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
Insured and experienced. Call
)594176 day or night.
AUCTION AUCTION AUCTION
May 5th, 1030 a.m. rain or shine
Six trucks to be sold absolutely, as is whore is. One at a
Unmet-eh together.
DESCRIPTION:
Six 1978 Chevrolet Medium Duty trucks with dead tandum
axles, 14 ft. Rock bodies, single hoist, cab protectors, 366 gas
engine, 5 speed transmissions, 9,000 lb. front axle, 18,500 lb.
rear axle, 10:00 tires, dual 50 gallon fuel tanks, fiberglass tilt
hoods, buckskin color. These trucks can be seen on gravel lot
1'2 blocks north of court square on North 5th St. in Murray,
Kentucky. Inquires can be made by calling Bill Dodson at 753-3231.




On gravel lot blocks north of court square on north 5th St.
Mieray, Ky. These trucks can be seen At this location until sale
time. Keys will be available It 9 a.m. to sale time on sale day
for closer inspection.
TIME: May 5th, 10:30 a.m. rain or shine
TERMS: Cash, Cashiers Check or Letter Of Credit
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ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
• Loch of these advertised tenniss mowed to be muddy ovalabN for sole
an each Xrowor slots, Auttopt as spscrficolly noted is Has ad If we do run
out of on °dyer-fused otwit, we yri/1 of*, you row Mace of o comparable.tens viten available reflects% lta wow savings an o rronrhock Awn
• onll ontttlo you to purchse the advertised dew ot the advertised arKO
wthin 30 days
Register to win
5 Black & WhiteTelevisions
To Be Given_Away
• ONE EVERY HOUR_
DURING OUR OPEN
HOUSE 4 TIL 9 PM
REGISTER OFTEN. . YOU NEED NOT BE




OPEN HCiUSE. . FRI., MAY
4th. 4t119 PM
FREE DRINKS, FREE CAKE, FREE








































U.S. GOVT. NANO 0101a NO
CUBED BORE IN $ I 99
ROUND STEAK .
U.S. GOVT. NANO C11010 NU












4 4,‘ Bathroom Tissue1
.SOFT 'N
iit PRETTY
-- • 4 roll
pkg.
ASSORTID RAVORS




































































ISIS. $ 11 58
SAO











Prices effective thruArlay eth
Ciontity nelit reservit
Cows.* 1979- TN Inapt C.
We're Celebrating. . . .And You're Saving During











with the purchase of
BARN Of CHICKEN
FROM DELI
































1111 wsth thss coupon and *10 OG ashi.s.opol purchase. oncluthap 014555
!Ili probtbsted by low and .n oddstipn to the cost of coupon rnerchondsse
Subsect to oppncobk tares l,rnst one bouts May Bth.
III COUP • N II
Glazed
Donuts 12 CT: 59CPKG.
MINIM MAID --







2 4°' $ 1 00PIGS
RED 1102111
Hawaiian Punch 'C'Ar. Sic
eq




KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM YOUR FOOD BUDG
YOU LT FIND THE COST-CUTTER SYMBOL ON HUNDREDS OF YOUR FAVORITE ITEMS THROUGHOUT THE STORE PLUS EACHWM, YOU'LL FIND COST-CUTTER WEEKLY AO SPECIALS FOR EXTRA SAVINGS ON GROCERY ITEMS DAIRY FROZEN FOODS
HEALTH I BEAUTY AIDS MEAT AND PROD
KROGER BUTTERMILK 01 RIG.
White 3 $100
Bread 20-01.LOAVES
MOIR NOT DOG OR
Sandwich Buns 3
KROGER ROILS





12 C7 $ I 00
PIGS •
2007 $ 1 00
LOAVES •
Multi-Grain Breadl% 2/88c
NSW °WAN C1LLO Of
WAS
MONTI






















CjIN 47'Chow Mein 
LA CMOY























5 1 18 $107110X
100.41. 29 925
!wig. $ 1. 29 $ 25
NOW
I 1GR"nMACARONI   
& CHEESE
SPAGNITTI
12 02Ragu Sauce JAI
ITALIAN
S 01Kraft Dressing ITS
RALSTON SIASONID
Rye Crisp 
SAYE
29c
NOW
4$1
FOR
WAS 33'
WAS
$1 49
NOW
42
$143
WAS NOW
